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Why Hesitate Longer
AS TO

THE BEST SEWING MACHINE
FOR YOUR HOME?

SINGER'S
HAVE JUST OBTAINED

TWO GOLD MEDALS
AT THE

Vic-torian

Era Exhibi-tion,

EARL'S COURT, LONDON,

For the Superior Quality and Excellence of
their Machines.
Old machines of anJI kind Repaired or
E:cchan!led.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING CO.,
Management for Oreat Britain and Ireland :

42 &43, ST. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD, LONDON, E.C.
Bra.n.ob.

O:n:toes

E-very~b.ere.
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THE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.

HODDER AND STOUGHTON'S NEW WORKS.
THE EXPOSITOR'S GREEK TESTAMENT.
Edited by the Rev. W. ROBERTSON NICOLL, M.A., LL,D.
(IN FOUR VOLUMES.)

The FIRST VOLUME (Now Ready), handsomely bound in buckram cloth,
consists of'The GOSPELS of ST. MATTHEW, ST. MARK, and ST. LUKE,
by the Rev. Professor A. B. BRUCE, D.D.; and The GOSPEL of ST. JOHN,
by the Rev. Professor MARCUS DODS, D.D.
"THE ExPOSITOR's GREEK TESTAMENT" will be on the plan of Dean Alford's Greek Testament, which had a long course of popularity and usefulness in this country. The first
volume was published in 1849 and the last in 1861, and the work formed an epoch in Biblical
studies in England, although it is now out of date. "THE ExPOSITOR'S GREEK TESTAMENT"
will seek to fill its place, and the contributors will include the most eminent Biblical scholars
in Great Britain.

A full Prospectus, with Specimen Pages, is now ready, and will be forwarded on application
to the Publishers.
The price of each volume is 28s., but for those who subscribe in advance the price
for 'l'wo VoLUMES will be 30s.
"The book may be cordially recommended to students of the Greek Testament, to whom it will unques·
tionably prove an immense buon."-Scotsm,an.

The Providential Order of the World.

By ALEXANDER
BALMAIN BRUOE, D.D., Professor of Apologetics and New Testament Exegesis in the
Free Church College, Glasgow. Crown 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

"His lectures are excellent literature, and will add to the reputation he already enjoys as a scholar and
theologian." -Scotsman.

Outlines of a Philosophy oi Religion. Based on Psychology
and History. By AUGUSTE SABATIER, Dean of the Faculty of Protestant Theology, Paris.
Authorized Translation by the Rev. T. A. SEED. Crown 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.
"It is a fascinating book. It is written with the greatest lucidity. Its arrangement is excellent. The
book is alive in every sentence; it quive1·swith the intense emotion of a fine spirit, who has lived through the
experience embodied in the book, who has fought his doubts and gathered faith." -Aberdeen J?ree Press.

The Church of England before the Reformation.
Rev. DYSON HAGUE, M.A.

By the

Crown 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

''In view of modern ecclesiastical controversies the work is at once instructive and timely."--Christia;n
World.

The Silence of God.

By RoBERT ANDEusoN,
Assistant Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis. Svo., cloth, 5s.

C.B., LL.D.,

"This is an impressive book. . . . It is worthy of the deepest attention of all interested in the important
15ubject of which it treats."-Aberdeen Free Press.

A Guide to Biblical Study.

By A. S. PEAKE, M.A. Withan
Introduction by the Rev. A. M. FAIRBAIRN, D. D., Principal of Mansfield College, Oxford.
Crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

"It may only be added in commending the work as evidently well fitted for the purpose for which it is
intended, that it is written in a spirit of unquestionable reverence."-Scotsman.

LoNDON: HODDER & STOUGHTON, 27, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
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THE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.

MUD lE'S

LIBRARY.,

For the 0/ROULAT/ON and

?.!..!::§ of all the BEST

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
SPANISH, & RUSSIAN BOOKS.
TOW.N Sl1BSCRIPTIO.NS:

COlJ'.NTB.Y SUBSCRIPTIONS:

From ONE GUINEA per annum,

From TWO GUINEAS per annum.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY (for weekly
exchange of Books at the houses of Subocriber•) from TWO GUINEAS per annum.

N.B.-Two or Three friends may UNITE
DJ ONE SUBSCRIPTION, and thus lessen
the Cost of Caaiage.

TOWN AND VILLAGE CLUBS SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.
Prospectuses and Monthly Lists of Books gratis and post free.

SURPLUS

LIBRARY

BOOKS

?{OW OFFERED AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

A

NEW CLEARANCE LIST
(lOO Pages)

SENT GRATIS AND POST FREE TO ANY ADDRESS.
The List contains POPULAR WORKS in TRAVEL, SPORT,
HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, SCIENCE, and FICTION. Also New and
Surplus Copies of French, German, Italian, and Spanish Books.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY,

Limited,

30-34, NEW OXFORD STREET,
241, BROMPTON RD., S. W., & 48, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., E. C., LONDON;
AND AT BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

THE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.
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NEW YEAR ANNOUNCEMENTS.
~'iiiii#

"HOME WORDS" January Number
(Twenty-five Illustrations and Coloured Presentation Plate in One Number).

EDITED BY THE R.EV. CHARLES BULLOCK, B.O.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIUIII

CONTENTS.

TWO SERIAL TALES.

By AGNES GIBERNE and Mrs. GARNETT.

Illustrated

with Original Drawings by A. TWIDLE and 'VILL MoRGAN.

THY WORD IS TRUTH. By the Editor.
PORTRAIT AND ILLUSTRATED SKETCH OF THE ARCHBISHOP OF

·

DUBLIN. By H. T. Drx.

YOUNG JAPAN.

Original SketchAs in Dublin Cathedr;l l.Jy H. PARKS.

By the Rev. WALTER WESTON, l\I.A.

Illustrated with

Original Photographs.

THE OLD PARISH CLERK.

By the Rev. Canon SuTTON.

Illustrated b.v

BERTHA NEWCOMBE.

OUR PARISH LANTERN LECTURES. Illustrated with Copyright Photo,
graphs of the High Alps.

By a Member of the Climbing Club.

THE STORY OF ENGLAND'S CHURCH.

By the EDITOR.

Illustrated by

H. PARKS.

CHILDREN'S PAGE.
BRIDGE, M.A.

"I'se Tidying Up." By the Rev. FREDERICK LANG-

Illustrated by KATE LUCAS.

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS. By the BISHOP OF RrPON, the late BrsHoP How,
the Revs. HANDLEY C. G. MOULE, D.D., P. B. PowER, l!'REDERICK LANGBRIDGE, etc., etc.

8P£0/AL OFFER OF TWENTY-FIVE LANTERN 8LIDE8
l!'or an Evening to Parishes where .Home Words is localized.

LOYAL SUBJECTS ••

AC~louredPlatea.ftcrthePaintingbY:E.R.WHITE,

1s presented w1th every Cupy of thrs Number.

FOR OVER A QUARTER OF A CENTURY

THE POPULAR LOCALIZED PARISH MAGAZINE.
A COLOURED PLATE. entitled" LOYAL SUBJECTS," by E. R. WHITE, WILL BE GIVEN
AWAY with every copy of the January number.

1d.

I" HOME

WORDS''
•

24

PAGES.
~~~~~~~:r

Edited by the Rev. CHARLES BULLOCK, B.D.
BEASONS FOB LOCALIZING.-l•t. It is the oldest Parish Magazine conducted continuously unde,one Editorship. 2nd. It is contributed to by the ablest writer• of the day, is splendidly illustrated and
admirably printed on excellent paper. 3rd. The Proprietors recognise that to counteract the intlu'ence
of unwholesome literature, THE VERY BEST must be supplied. They leave the literary content•
the quality of paper, printing, and beauty of the COLOURED PRESENTATION PLATES-a real hc!J>
to the circulation of any Parish Magazine-to speak for themselves.
TO THE CLERGY.
S ecimen Copies,

I

with ru~E·::;lfc~~~.:~·t Fr••

FREE GRANTS ' LANTERN LECTURES
and SPECIAL FACILITIES.

LONDON: "HOME WORDS" OFFICE, 7, PATERKOSTER SQUARE, E.C.

THE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.
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FOR EVERY HOME.

" THE FIRESIDE " Januaru Number. 100.
AMONG THE CONTENTS WILL BE FOUND :

I. TWO

SERIAL TALES.

BARDSLEY,

By AGNES

GIBERNE

II. A COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED SHORT STORY.
POWER,

and

C. WAREING

M.A.

By the Rev. P. B.

M.A.

HI. THE SECRET OF A GRAVE. By the Rev. A. N. CooPER, M.A.
IV. AN OUT-OF-THE-WAY RESTING-PLACE. By Mrs. GARNETT.
Y. PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES ROUND BALMORAL, Etc., Etc.

==-========== - ____-_c--_-c==-=c===

Hand and Heart.

lid. The Day of Days. [!!
I. A SERIAL TALE.

I. A SERIAL TALE.

IT. GOOD MOTHERS.

II. A COI.IIPLETE SHORT STORY.
Ill. A SERIES OF PAPERS-Humours of

a

Clergyman's Life.
A PAPER by M.

QUILLEl't

VI. A SHORT SERMON FOR BUSY READERS.
VII. A TEMPERANCE INTERVIEW.

By A BENEDICT.

IV. A TRAVELLING STAFF FOR THE NEW
YEAR. By the Rev. F. HARPER, M.A.
Y.

Coucn.

H

By E. c. KENYON.

Ill. THE WEDDING RING.

IV. WINTER IN MANXLAND.
Y.

-cc-:-:=====~=-

LIGHT ON CHURCH MATTERS.
EDITOR,

By the

and others.

VI. THE ORIGIN OF "JUST AS I AM."
the Rev. Dr.

By

MOULE.

nr. THE BIBLE HOUR. MISSION WORK, Etc.

Ube 1Rews."

jld. Weekly.

"THE NEws" gives short crisp paragraphs, treating on social subjects, bright gossip about
the eventd of the day, and personal yet pleasant chats about people in whom every one ie
interested. It contains sixteen pages, size of the " Graphic," and is published weekly for One
Penny. Ask at the Bookstall for it.
~

EVEEY 'W'EEK

~

A PORTRAIT SKETCH.
ON THE LOOK-OUT. Notes by H. S. R.
TURNOVERS. By G. L. APPERSON, Dr. JAMES, and others.
A LITERARY CAUSERIE. By ALEX. IcoN.
N.B.'s FOR YOUNG MEN. With Prize Chess Problems.
WOMAN'S WORLD. By VERITAS.
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL.
SERMONS by Leading Preachers.
CHURCH NOTES.

SERIAL

TALES.

By AGNES GIBERNE, EDWARD GARRETT, the REv. P. B. POWER, the
REv. T. S. MILLINGTON, etc.

A SPECIAL CHRISTMAS NUMBER is published in December.
LONDON: "HOME WORDS" OFFICE, 7, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, E.C.
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ELLIOT STOCK'S NEW LIST.
THE FIRST FORM OF THE ''CHRISTIAN YEAR."
In two vols., fcap. 8vo., bound in drab boarde, with paper label, price 5s. net.
A FACSIMILE REPRINT OF THE FIRST EDITION OF

KEBLE'S CHRISTI.AN YE.AR.

Printed in 1827.

With

a Preface by the BISHOP OF RocHESTER.
"Will prove a treasure to book-lovers."- Guardian.
"There are certainly few books of the present century that have been BS niuch read or as extensively circulated, and perhaps none which has had so wide an influence for good. The Bishop of Rochester writes a
brief but appreciative preface to this new facoimile edition."-Churc" Family Newspap"··

In crown 8vo., tastefully printed and bound, with Illustrations.

Second Edition, Price 6s.

D.ANTE'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS; or, ··The Passage
of the Blessed Soul, from the Slavery of the Present Corruption to the Liberty of Eternal
Glory." With :Notes on the Way by EMELIA RussELL GuRNEY.
"The book is a beautiful production throughout, and Mr. Shields' design of the cover and of the three types
of heart-printed in gold and colours-deserve special mention. "-Bo,kseller.
"This book will be welcomed by those who are accustomed to regard Dante rather ns a great spiritual
teacher than as a great poet. In the crowd of writers who have dealt with the letter of the poem we gladly
turn to the few who interpret tons the spirit of the poet."-The Church T·i,.es.

In crown 8vo., cloth, gilt lettered, price 5s.

P RE-REFORM.A TION WORTHIES.
ing, and Influence.

Their Lives, Teach-

By Rev. WILLIAM COWAN, Incumbent of St. Augustine's, Londonderry.

"Mr. Cowan has certainly given us a very interesting, useful, and

Ecclesiastical Gazette.

instructlv~

little volume."-

"This volume leads us into paths not familiar to the average student of modern history, and we join in
the Bishop of Derry's prefatory words of commendatlon."-C/•ristian.

THE GREEKCANi3''1A'TINPRIVATEd.PRAYERS OF
BISHOP ANDREWES. With References, Notices, and Notes. By Rev. H. V BALK, B.A.

"If only on account of the author's record, we should give a cordial welcome to his work, liut it must be
welcomed on its own account for the scrupulous care and mature judgment that are apparent."-Family
(J/turchman.

"The whole introduction is full of interest, and indicates close and discriminating attention on th~ part
of an accurate and sympathetic scholar."-English Churchman,
·

In crown 8vo., cloth, price 3s. 6d.

THE LIGHT OF SH.AKESPE.ARE.
of the Higher Teaching of Shakespeare's Dramas.

Passages Illustrati,·e

By CLARE LANGTON.

"Miss Langton's work, with its careful choice of quotations and
work of its kind. "-Scotsman.

tts

interesting introduction, is an excellent

In fcap. 8vo., tastefully printed in antique type and bound in cloth, price 6s.
50 Larl!'e-paper copies, £1 ls. each.

IN P R.AISE OF MUSIC.

An Anthology.

Prepared by

CHARLES SAYLE, M.A.
"In Praise of Music" presents a series of extracts selected with considerable care from the greatest and
most appreciative writers on the subject during the centuries.
"The work is well done, and there is no page in which is not written down some noble or suggesti~e
thought about the mysterious influence and nature of the art of ruusic."-Scot,,.an.

·

In paper cover, price 2d.

·

.A C.ATECHISM ON THE CHIEF POINTS OF DIFFERENcE BETWEEN THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND AND THE CHURCH
OF ROME.
"A useful, reliable, a11d temperate work on pressing and important aspects of a controveray which has not
by any means been left behind or concluded."-Family Cl.urchman.
''A perfect model of accuracy and moderation, in its quotations of Roman documents and its own summary
statements of their teachings. "-Record.

In fcap. 8 vo., cloth, gilt edges, price

1~.

net.

DOES GOD C.ARE ?

"From beginning to end it is as though a man were speaking, and speaking of what he knew, and of what
he had gone through. There are, doubtless, millions who might find consolation and hope, if not buoyant
faith, with the help of the bold but tender thoughts that abound in this book."-The Coming Dag.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.

1.'HE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.
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PERIODICALS FOR THE PEOPLE.

The Cottager and Artisan.
THE PEOPLE'S ~ PAPER.
Ttvelve larye payes. One Penny each 1nonth.

PROGRAMME:

FOR

TKE

NEW YEAR.

THE LIFE AND WORK OF SIR JOHN GILBERT.
The January number contains an account of the life of this eminent Painter, who was knighted by Her
Majesty for hia attainments. The number is entirely and profusely illustrated by specimens of the great
Artist's Drawings npon wood, and forms a special" Sir John Gilbert Number."

The January Number also contains particulars of "THE OOTTAGER
AND ARTISAN" PRIZE for Window Gardening, etc.
During the year will appear a succession of practical Papers and Stories interesting to working people, some
of the items being the following :

TOM LLOYD'S AMBITION. A Serial Story by EGLANTON THOBNE.
THE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT. A concise summary of the new Act of

Parliament recently passed for the benefit of Working Men and Women. Written in a clear and simple
manner, devoid of legal technicalities, specially for'' The Cottager and Artisan·· readers.

MEN WHO HAVE RISEN.
Race.

Biographical Sketches of Men who have benefited their

BIBLE CHARACTERS. By Mrs. WALTON, Author of" Christie's Old Organ," etc.
A HA'P'ORTH 0' TAR, and other Papers. By 0HABLES CouBTENAY.
A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE. Being an English Visitor's Acc0unt of the Social Palace of
Guise in France, an interesting experiment of Combined Capital aud Labour.

Illustrated.

MARRIED IN HASTE. By EMMA DrxoN.
THE CARE OF OUR LITTLE ONES. By NuBsE LrsA, of the Children's Ward.
OUR BRITISH MANUFACTURES. Illustrated by Drawings from Life by W. S.
BTACEY

and others.

"Telling pictures and practical articles. We only wi•h that any praise of ours might increase the circulation of a mo•t valuable periodical. . . . Nothing can be better in its way than 'The Cottager and Arti•an.'
With Its large, clear type, and Its well-drawn pictures, we know it to be always a welcome guest in the cottage, and it has well·ruerited popularity in the country disrricts."-Times.

Each Penny number contains twelve large pages in a wrapper. The centre four pages are in large
type, and may be taken out for separate distribution without interfering with the remaining eight
pages. Two monthly periodicals are thus supplied for One Penny.
January Number (now ready) begins a New Volume.
ONE PENNY EVERY MONTH.

LIGHT IN THE

HOME.

The Religious Tract Society's Magazine for Localization.
FOR SPECIMEN NUMBER AND TERMS PLEASE WRITE TO THE PUBLISHER.
"The miscellaneous papers are always Interesting. and they never fail In their definite Gospel ~eae~lng.
The pictures are nut.ny and good. "-Record. ''A capital magazine for use in the parish."- 1Yestern MomtPg" 110'·

THE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.

Free trial of something that WILL DO.
You would beperfectlyastonished ifyottwerematie
aware of the many tbousands of poundR absolutely
t!uown away from ye:1.r to year upon so-called curatlves that are foisted upon a public only too willing
to believe the specious ~r~nments laid before them.
Even the hard-ean)ed shillmgs of the very poor
are wasted in this way ; in fact, it is to the ignorant,
anxious to rid themselves of the various ailments
wl,ich handic•p them in the race for life, that such
arguments are too often addressed.
Now strengthandmuseularactivity, ro!'lyc-heeks,
plumpu~ss, and health can be obtaiued w1thuut
medicine.
The r~vlenishing of the system from tne wasting
of tisanes which i~ going on every day can Dnly
be accomplished by the proper assimilation of food.
It cannot be done wtth medicine. It can, however, be accomplished with a perfect flesh.forming,
palatable. and agremole Food Beverage.
DR.
~,rBBLES' VI-CocoA is such a Food Bevet"clge, possess·
tug as it does wouderfnl nourishing, Rtrengtheulng.
and stimulative powers unsurpassed by any otht:r

1Food Beverage. DR. TIBBLES' Vr-CocoA is not a
1medicine. It does simply what it is claimed to do
and its Atrengthening powers are being recognised
to an extent hitherto unknown in the"history of
any preparation.
:Merit, and merit alone, is what we claim for DR.
TtBBLEA' Vr-CocoA, aud we are prepared to send to
any reader who names the CHURCHMAN (a po"tca1 d
will do) a dainty sample tin of DR. T!BBLES'VI CocoA
free and post paid. There is no magic in all thiE~.
It is a plain, honest, straightforward offer. It is
done to introduce the merits of VI-COCOA into every
home. DR. 'l,IBBLEs' VI-CocoA, as a concentrated
form of nourishment and vitality, is invaluable· nav
more than this, for to all who wish to face the ~trif;
and battle of life with greater endurance and more
sustained exertion it is absolutely indispen~able.
Dr. Tibbles' Yi·Cocoa is made up in 6d. packets,
and 9d. and ls. 6d. tins. It can be obtained from
all chemists, grocers, aud stores, or from Dr.
Tibb1cs· Vi·Coco:\ Limited, 60 61 & 62 Hunhlll
Row, London, E. b.
'
'

•••••11111"""" 1 111j111'""' 1 111illl''"'lfllj111'""' 1 1111111'""' 1 111JI:;:~~;:I~I:~IQI11'''''111jlll'''"'llllllt'""'lllllll''"''llljlll''"'llljlll"'
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Dr. TIBBLES' VI ·COCOA, Ltd., 60, 61, & 62, Bunhill Row, London, E. C.
A MOST ACCEPTABLE PRESENT TO CHRISTIAN FRIENDS.

In crown oblong l2mo., tastefully bound, price ls. 6d.

THE MASTER'S GUIDE FOR HIS DISCIPLES :
:JBetng a .manual of all tbe 1Recor~e~ Sa}2ings of 5esus,
for l6as}2 <!onsultatton an~ S}2stemattc 1Rea~tng.

:arrange~

WITH A PREFACE BY EUGENE STOCK,
Author of " Lessons on the Life of our Lord."
It will be a help and convenience even to those who are well versed in the Scriptures to have
such an arrangement as the present, in which they will find the familiar words of our Lord
brought together, and so collated that all th<o> counsels and directions, warnings and encourage·
menta, which He gave on any particular Rubject, are at once presented to the view, enabling
them to examine at a glance all that the Master said on any subject, and to understand the full
weight of His commands in relation to it.

-----------------------

.. Extremely useful, and to many people the wide reach of the extant sayings of Christ
will come as something very like a revelation."-Daily Chronicle.
"The treatment reverently brings out the Master's teaching in a striking way."

Church Bells.
"If this book were used with diligence, the reader would come to know the mind of Jesus
in a manner which would not be possible by the ordinary method of reading the Gospels."-

Christian News.
''Has been planned with great thought and care, and the directness of its teaching gives
it an exceptional value as a manual of religious instruction."-Rock.

A superior edition on thick paper, and tastefully bound for presentation,
is issued, price 3s. 6d.

ELLIOT STOOK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.O.
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THE· CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.

AN ATTRACTIVE OFFER.
.

The real, practical usefulness of THE FAMILY CHURCHMAN to every clergyman who
also a preacher lies in its two reports every week of sermons preached in St. Paul's
Cathedral, Westminster Abbey and elsewhere in London and the country. These
reports are of sermons delivered 'the Sunday previously to publication, and thus the very
latest utterances of the most eminent clergy of the day are presented the same week.
IS

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE CLERGY.
With the view of extending the influence of" The Family Churchman," the proprietors are prepared to offer special terms to clergymen
desirous of becoming readers. Also, to every purchaser of 30 copies
they will present

A HANDSOME HALF-GUINEA BIBLE,
Containing references, coloured maps, chronologies, a Bible-reader's
manual, index, concordance, gazetteer, etc., bound in limp covers, with
.clear type, of convenient size, and admirably suited to the needs of
students and teachers.

THIS

OFl~'ER

WILL BE LIMITED TO ..4. CERTAIN PERIOD.

Apply-THE MANAGER,
"THE FAMILY CHURCHMAN" OFFICE,
82, FLEET STREET, E.C.
1&. &d.

THE FOREIGN CHURCH CHRONICLE & REVIEW.
!.-THE JUBILEE,
11.-THE LA~IBETH CONFERENCE.
lll.-THE MURDER OF MII:lSIONARIES

IN

~IADAGASCAR.

IV.-EVENTS IN ITALY SINCE 1853.
V.-ITALIAN PETITION TO THE LAMBETH
CONFERENCE.
VL-ANGLo-CoNTINENTAL SociEu's MEETING IN LONDON.
GILBERT

C>N

AND

HIVINGTON,

S.A.LE

VII.-REBULTS OF OLD CATHOLICISM. By
Professor MICHAUD.
VIII.-GERMAN, Swiss, AND DuTCH ELEMENTS IN OLD CATHOLICISM.
IX.-THE MEXICAN PRAYER-BOOK.
X.-THE STORY OF A TWELVE YEARS'
SWINDLE.
XI.-DR. N'OYES' 0HURCHREFOR~I IN SPAIN
AND PORTUGAL,
CLERKENWELL,

LONDON.

C>::El. :EI::J:B.E.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN THE WORlD.

New Sets for this Season : Life and Times of Queen
Victoria-Growth of Queen's Dominions-The Fire
Brigade - Fungi - Seal Hunting - British History
(Twelve Sets)-Calcutta to Burmah-Coast of Indial:liam to Borneo-Kashmir-Queensland-Salisbury and
Stonehenge-Wells and Glastonbury-Rambles a!J?ut
London-Trip to Paris-Nansen's Polar Travels-Bmld·
:ng a Man-of-War-The Victorian Era-Manners a~d
c)ustoms in the Time of our Lord-Tales from Life
Hodels-Teddy's Buttons-Probable Sons,_ etc.
Plain Slides, 12s. per doz. ; Coloured; Shdes, 30s. _per
doz. Hire for Slides, 1s. doz. Subscnpt10n for Shdes
on Hire, 2ls.
WOOD'S OPTICAL LANTERNS. Oil Lanterns from 26s. Lime-Light Lanterns from 35s. Binnial
Lanterns, Technical Lanterns. WOOD'S " MOVENDOSCOPE." For exhibiting Animated Photogrsphs
with any ordinary Lime-Light Lantern, £12 12s. The Be.•t Instrument Made.
Ill tr ti0 ns
MAGIC LANTERNS: "How Made and How Used." Hy A. A. Wooo, F.C.S. 136 pp., 115
us "
•
Post free, 1s. Detailed Catalogue of Slides·and Apparatus, per post, Sd.

E. G. WOOD, CHEAP.SIDE, LONDON (Near.Bucklersbury).

THE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.

it>

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN.
London Female Preventive and Reformatory Institution.
OMES FOR NEARLY 200 YOUNG WOMEN AND GIRLS.
THE OPERATIONS COMPRISE

PREVENTIVE WO,B.X,
RESCUE HOMES,
OPEN-ALL-NIGHT REFUGE.
The entire work is dependent upon Voluntary Contributions.
Prompt succour is given. No suitable case rejected.
Contributions may be sent to LLOYDS' BANK, Limited, 16, St. James's Street, S.W.; or the
.Secretary, WILLIAM J. TAYLOR, 200, EusToN RoAD, LONDON, N.W.
Bequests and Special Gifts Me usually devoted to extension of operations.

THE NATIONAL PROTESTANT CHURCH UNION.
JUST PUBLISHED.

ENGLISH CHURCH TEACHING ON FAITH, LIFE AND ORDER.
BY THE REVS.

H. C. G. MOULE 0.0., Principal of RidlegHall, Cambridge;
Canon OIROLESTON 1", M.A .. late P>-incipal qf WycliJte Hall, Oxford:,and
T. W. ORURY, M.A., P>-incipal oj the Church 111issiona>·y College, lslmgton.
Price 1s.

net:.

Post: -Free 1&. 3d.

To be obtained from The Offices of the Sot'iety, 30, Charing Cross, London, S.W.,
AND FROM THE PUBLISHER :

Mr. C. MURRAY, 7, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.

HANDSOME CLOTH CASES
}'OR

BINDING THE NUMBERS
OF ' THE CHURCHMAN "
Can now be, had,

PRICE ONE SHILLING EACH.
ELLIOT

STOCK~

62~

PATERNOSTER RO"W",

E_C_

BOOKS PURCHASED.
In response to many applications from persons in different parts of the country, Mr,
ELLIOT STOCK has arranged to Purchase Libraries and Cases of Books from those who
wish to dispose of them. On receipt of a list of the Books for Disposal, an estimate of their
value will be forwarded, and the agreed amount will be paid in cash, or given in new
books, as may be desired. ~A fl applications for the Sale of Books should be made to-.
ELLIOT STOCK, 62, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.
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LANGLAND COLLEGE, EASTBOURNE.

(9, B:AB'.r:E"J:BLD SQUABB.)
The RT. HoN. THE LORD ABERDARE; The RT. REv. THE LORD BISHOP OF PETERBOROUGH;
. .
Sor DouGLAS GALTON, K.C.B., F.R.S.; Chancellor P. V. SMITH, L!--.D., and other~.
.
1Jnn£tjtal; Miss M. E. VINTER Seven years Headmistress of the Swansea H•gh School, Gtrls Pubhc Day
School Company; four years Chi~f Mathematical and Science Mistress, Kensin~ton High School; Senior
Optima, Mathematical Tripos, Cambridge· Intennediate Science, London University, First Division; Certi·
ficated Student in Honours, and l:!chola.r' of Girton College, Cambridge ; Associate and Arnott Scholar of
Bedford College, London.
·llat~Qns:

A Reduction of ten per cent. for daughters of the Cler~.

Entire Charge of Girls whose Parents are abroad.

DA VENTRY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Founded A.D. 1575.
Public School Edueation at Moderate Cost.
Good Buildings, Fives-court, Gymnasium, etc.
Special Terms .for sons of Clergy.
For prospec.tus apply

Entrance Scholarships.

Healthy situation.

REv. H. JOHNSON, Head Master.

INFANT ORPHAN .ASYLUM,

W .ANSTE.AD.

BANKERS-MESSRS. WILLIAMS, DEACON &; CO.
Orphans of persons once in prosperity entirely Maintained, Clothed and Educated on Church of England
principles from earliest infancy untill5 years of age.
4,174 Children received; 61 admitted last year. Nearly 600 in Asylum now. Assistance urgently
needed, and will be thankfully acknowledged.
ADVOCACY 0:1" CLBB.GY BAB.JIBS'.l'LY SOLJ:CJ:'.l'BD.
Oflices-63, Ludgste Hill, E.C.
HENRY W. GREEN, Secretary.

THE EVANGELIZATION SOCIETY,
21, SUBBEY STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.,
Will send qualified Evangelists to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales on application.
Books and full particulars supplied without charge. Apply to the Honorary Secretary, a
above, or to the Secretary, Scottish llranch, Grove Street Institute, Glasgow.

PROTESTANT BEFOBlVIATION SOCIETY
(Established 1827).
PRESIDENT: COLONEL SANDYS, M.P. CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECUTIVE Ca>I>IITTEE: w. J. FRASER, Esq.
VICE-CHAIRMAN: REV. c. H. WALLER, D.D.
HE oldest distinctively Protestant Society, and the only one which employs Clerical and Trained Lay Missionaries to preach the Gospel to Roman Catholics in Great Britain, now offers for sale the volume entitled
"'.l'B:B BAS'.l'WABD POSJ:2'I0ll' Uli'SCBIP'.l'UBAL," and other valuable works of the late
Rev. JoHN HARRISON, D. D., at greatly reduced prices(" Harrison" Tru~t).
Full infonnation will be given by the Rev. L. G. A. RoBERTS, Commander R.N ., Secretary, 62, Berners
Street, London, W.

T

WHElPTON'S PillS

•

f\\.\.'

~~

ULOEB8 .....

SKIN DISEASES, etc.

and 0INTHENT in Boxes at 7jd., ls. lid.,
and 2s. 9d., of all Chemists, or from

PILLS

G. WHELPTON & SON,
COURT,

FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.O.
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ROYAL SEA-BATHING INFIRMARY,
MARGATE.
Patron:
FOUNDED 1791.

ADDITIONAL.

ANNUAL.

THE QUEEN.

SUPPORT

NEEDED.

The Hospital has 220 BEDS open all the year, but owing to want of funds ONLY 150

ARE :NOW OCCUPIED.
COST OF A DIAMOND ,JUBILEE BED ENDOWMENT, £1,000.
BANKERs : MEssRs. cocKs, BIDDULPH & eo., 43, CHARrNa CRoss, s. w. ;
MESSRS. LLOYDS, LTD .• MARGATE.
OFFICES : 30, CHARING CROSS, S. W.
TREASURER : MICHAEL BIDDULPH, EsQ., M.P.

CHURCH OF IRELAND SUSTENTATION . FUND.
(LONDON ·aOJM:JM:ITTEE I N .A.ID.)

'ah:~n-THE DEAN OF NORWICH.
iltltainnnn et iltmnmilttt-THE LORD CLAUD J. HAMILTO:'<.
This Fund was founded at Disestablishment as a channd for sympathy of friends in England with their
brethren of the Church of he land.
It is now devoted entirely to enabling the ministry of the Church to be maintained in the South and
West of Ireland, in parishes where the l'rotestants arc few and isolated, and UNABLE TO MAINTAIN
THEIR CHURCH UNAIDED.
Last year EIGHTY.:~HNE parishes received grants from this Fund, administered through their own
diocesan schemes.
The NEED of this help is unabated, and the Committee earnestly appeal to English Churchmen to give
this testimony of fellowship with their isolated brethren bravely holdmg the outpost.. Their help in supplementing the efiorts of the Church herself is much appreciated.
Donations may be sent to Messrs. COUT'IS and CO., Strand, W.C.; to the Trea•mer, Sir C. R. LIGHTON,
Bart., 31 Billiter Buildings, Biliiter Street, E. C. ; or to the Hon. Secretaries, the J\Iisses NUGENT, 29 Eaton
Terrace, London, S. W.

Would not friends send us a "ROYAL GIFT" for this special year?

UNDS URGENTLY NEEDED towards the Medical Mission, the General
Work, the Charity Work, to help the Sick and Hungry during the Winter.
F
Ko food, no fire, illness and distress, are the daily experience during the
winter. Will you kindly help us to alleviate the sufferings of the poor and
show them Christian sympathy 1
D.

O~PENHEIM,

Secretary, 119, LEliiAN

STREET,

E,

Cheques and P.O.'s to be crossed" London and Westminster Bank," Whitechapel.

BEFORE SIXTY YEARS AGO.
The special claims of the SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION
IN THE EAST to recognition are :
(1) That it was the only Society for both Zenana work and School work existing in the Empire at the
time of the Queen's Accession.
(2) That it was then already carryi11g on Zenana work, Hal'em work, and School work, in China, the
Straits, Egypt, and India.
(3) That it was the pioneer of all subsequent efforts in Zenana and Harem work, for which it prepared
the way, by enconntering and, to a certain extent overcoming, the greatest initial difficulties.
(4} That it still occupies a wider sphere than any kindred Society in existence.
(5) That by the help of God it has continued steadfast unto this day "in the Apostles' doctrine," and
in the work of sending the Gospel to the heathen women and girls of the East.

The Committee urge these claims, and appeal for help tp their Commemoration Fund, to
enable them to strengthen and extend the work of the Society.

'secretary, Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.
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ECCLESIASTICAL I:NSUB.AB'CE OFFICE, LIM.
FIRE, BURGLARY, PERSONAL ACCIDENT, FEVER, Etc.

The Surplus Profits are devoted to Institutions, etc., for the benefit of the Clergy and of
Church objects. Already a sum of £13,500 has been so distributed, including £500 to the Clergy
Distress Fund, and £500 to the Clergy Sustentatlon Fund.
For Information and Forms, apply at the Joint Offices of the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office,
Llm., and the Clergy Pensions Institution, 11, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.

JOHN DUNCAN, F.I.A., Ser:retary.
"This is a serious attempt made in good faith to help the Clergy to help themselves, and to husoond the
existing resources of the Church. "-Guardian.
SELF-HELP AIDt:D.

CLERGY PENSIONS INSTITUTION.
Joint P1·eRidfnt8.-The ARCHBIMHOP OF CANTERBURY.
The ARCHRISHOP OF YORK.
CONTRIBUTIONS and LEGACIES are Invited to augment pensions of
Clergy who have purchased annuities.

Olllces: 11, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C. JOHN DUNCAN, F.I.A.

Secretary and Actuary.

FIVE THOUSAND RESCUED WAIFS!

HOW DO THEY SUCCEED IN AFTER LIFE?

WHERE?

SPLENDIDLY! Over 98 per cent. of the 8,731
Emigrants, for instance, have turned out satis·
factorilv.

In "DR. BA.RNARDO'S HOMES," with their
84 distinct Houses and 24 Mission Branches.

WHY WERE THEY ADMITTED?
Because they were destitute: without any other
condition, either as to age, sex, creed, birthplace,
nationality, physical conditirm, mnney payment
or .Qua,·antee. The doors are always open to receive
such by day or night.

HOW ARE THEY TRAINED?

HOW MANY DESTITUTE OR ORPHAN
CHILDREN ARE ADMITTED WEEKLY?

From 40 to 60 during the winter months. Every
24 hours about 8 souls are added to Dr. Barnardo's great family.

HOW ARE THEY MAINTAINED?

Solely by the free-will offerings of Christ's servants
throughout the world.

WHAT IS THE RELIGIOUS ATMOSPHERE OF
THE HOMES?

The BoYs are carefully taught in fourteen
different handicrafts ; the GIRLS are brought up
Protestant, Evangelical and Christian, but not
in cottage life for domestic service. About 19,000
Sectarian. In their support all Evangelical Chrisare boarded out in rural districts.
tlans may and rlo join hands.
FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.-Remittances should be sent to the Treasurer, WILLIAM FowLER,
Esq.; to the Chairman of Committee, HoWARD WILLIAMS, E,q.; to the Bankers, LQndon and South-Western
llank (Bow Branch), PRESCOTT, DIMSDALE & Co., 50, Cornhill, E. C. ; or to the Founder and Director, Dr.
THos. J. BARNARDO, at the address given below.
Head Offices of t!.e Homes: 18 to 26, Stepney Causeway, London, E.
JOHN ODLING, Secretary.

THE MARY W ARDELL CONVALESCENT HOME
FOR SCARLET FEVER, STANMORE.
STABLISHED 1884 by a lady working in connection with the Female Bible and Domestic Mission. Noperson~ recovering from Scarlet Fever. This Home, whilst
benefiting the convalescent. by affording fresh air, good food, and careful supervision of health, also rernoves a dangerous element from the neighbourhood of the patient's home, and has therefore a claim on th&
general public for support. Funds are urgently needed for removal of a debt of £600, and for some necessary
additions and improvements.
Contributions will be thankfully received by the Bankers,

E existing Convalescent Home will admit

Messrs. BARCLAY & CO., at 1, PALL MALL EAST;
AND BY

Miss MARY WARDELL, STANMORE, MIDDLESEX,
From whom further informR.tion mRv be

oht~ined.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND ZENANA MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
(IN OO·OPERATION WITH THE CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.)

Ojftce: 9, SALISBURY SQUARE, FLEE:/' ST., LONDON, E.C.
thurontss: H.R.H. THE DUCHESS OF CONNAUGHT.

OBJECT.-To make known the Gospel o'1 Christ to the Women
of India, and other Heathen and Mohammedan Countries.
The Society has at present 62 Stations, and employs 182 M:so..,narles In home connection, 78 Assistant.
in local connection, and over 500 Bible Women and teache4'8.
The Magazine of the Society," INDIA'S WOMEN," published monthly(price Id.),can be obtained
of any bo<•kseller, or from the office, and giv., detail• nf the work. NEEDED to
bl the ......,..._ to
DONATIONS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE MUCH
ena e
-·~
maintain In efficiency existing Missions and to respond to urgent calls to extend ita operatlont.
«JuUal,StatluJ!: REV. G. TONGE, M:A.
Jjan. ·~.easnrtr: COLONEL ROBERT WILLIAliS, H.P.
J)on. ..inandal ,Stn.duJ!: COLONEL B. F. LOWIS, 9, &l.JaBVBY 8QV.utll, B.O.
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~q£ ~f.

®illls' @Jijrisfian !missinn.
Treasurer-F. A. BEVAN, Esq.

VOLUBTARY COBTlt.IBU'TIOlltS OBLY SOU'ltCE
OP INCOME.
This Mission assists, amongst other classes, the following : THE BET'!'ER CLASS OF DISCHARGED PRISONERS·
THE INNOCENT BUT SUFFERING WIVES AND CHIWREN CF PRISONERS ;
THE SICK AND POOR;
HOMELESS AND DESTITUTE WOMEN.
The demands upon the resources of the ~lbsion are very heavy.
Mr. WILLIAlll \VHEATLEY . .Suj'trinlendeut, 4, Awpton Street, Regent Square, ,V, C.

SOCIETY FOR RELIEF OF PERSECUTED JEWS.
(SYRIAN COLONIZATION FU NO.)

FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED for Employment and Relief at Jerusalem.
Above 50 men and boys daily employed at Abraham's Vineyard on Stone Dressing, Soap
Making, constructing Rock-hewn Cisterns for Water, etc. Above 3,000 souls annually given
food, drinking-water, and clothing. Numbers live in underlo(r<?und airless places, or in sheds
exposed to summer sun and winter storms. No furniture but boards, rags, petroleum tin~, and
sacks for bedding. No water-supply, and unable to get any work, they s·tarve. ~fany apply to
us daily for work, without whieh they must starve,
DONATIONS THANKFULLY RECEIVED BY
F. A. BEVAN, Eso., Hon. Treasurer, 54, Lombard Street, E. C.
E. A. FINN, Secretary, 41, Parliament Street, S.W.

LONDON CITY MISSION.
FOUNDED 1835.

EVANGELICAL AND PIONEERING.

4 7 0 MISSIONARIES EMPLOYED, 123 of whom visit Special Classes.
Over Half a Million M E N Personally Visited Last Year.
The City Missionary is a friend in the homes of the poor, where, when practicable, he reads and
expounds Holy Scripture. Converts are urged to join the visible Church.

RESERVE FUND EXHAUSTED & £7,000 NEEDED AT ONCE for Pressing Claims.
Treasurer-F. A. BEVAN, Esq.

. {Rev. T. S. Bt:TCHlNSON, M.A.
S ecre tar•es
Rev, RoBERT DAWSON, B.A.

O.ifice-3, Bridewell Place, London, E. C.

THE MISSIONS TO SEAMEN.
Patron:
Admiral of the Fleet
H.R.H. The
DUKE OF SAXE-COBURG
AND GOTHA, K.G.

Labours afloat and
ashore, at home and
abroad, among seamen
of all classes and nations, :fishermen, bargemen, and emigrants.
Sixty- eight harbours
are occupied.
Income, £38,291.
Increased Contributions and 01fertorles, ur8entlyneeded, should be forwarded to the Secretary,
. ammander W. DAwsoN, R.N., 11, Buckingham St.,
, .. ':'lflcl, I;.ondon, W.C.

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE CHURCH
AID SOCIETY.
President : The Ri~ht Rev. the Lord Bi.hop
of Worceoter. Vice-President: The Very
Rev. the Dean of Norwich.
To aid the Reformed Episcopal Churches in the
faithful preaching of the Gospel, and to help and
encourage them in the great work of evangelization
in which they are engaged. Contributions wlll be
gratefully received loy the Right Rev. Lord Bishop
of WoRcESTER, Hartlebury, Kiddermin•ter: and by
the Revs. H. E. NovEs, D.D. (Hon. Fin. Sec.), and
E. C. UNMACK, M A. (Organizing and Deputation
Secretary), at th~ OffioP., CburC'h House, Dean's Yard,
Westminster, from whom all information may be
obtained.
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PALESTINE, EGYPT, ATHENS, etc.
J_EHOS. COOK & SON have arranged for a SPECIAL SELECT CONDUCTED.
100 DAY~' TOUR, leaving LoNDON January 18th next, visiting the HOLY LAND
(Jerusalem, Jericho, Bethlehem, Nazareth, Damascus, Baalbec, etc.), Alexandria,
Cairo, Nile Trip to the First Cataract, Constantinople, Athens, etc. Also shorter Tours,
leaving LoNDON February 8th, 22nd, March 8th, 22nd, and April 2nd.
Private arrangements also made for long or short Conducted and Independent
Tours for private or friendly parties. Independent Tours available for one or more
passengers, arranged to start by any route, at any date, time, or point, and for ascending
the Nile to the First and Second Cataracts, in tourist steamers fitted with every luxury.
Pamphlet, with maps and plans, 6d., post freeTHOS. COOK & SON, Lttdgate Circtts, London; and Branch Offices.
'With a record of
54 years' great success among Sailors, Bargemen, and
others in the Port
of London, the Corn·
mittee ask for continued help to carry
out the noble work
of the Mission.
INS'l'I'l'ti'l'ED 1844..
Donations
and
New Subscriptions are urgently needed,
payable at Lloyds Bank, or tc
F. PENFOLD, Paymaster-in-Chief, R.N.
31, New Bridge Street, London, E. C.

ES'l:'..A.ELIS:S::ED 1851.

:&:I:Ja~::B:E:C~

:&4.1V:.C:,

SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

TWO-AND·A·HALF per CENT. INTEREST sllowed on DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT. on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum monthly ba.lances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased ._nd sold.

SAVINGS DEPAB.'l'M:EN'l'.

I

For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives smsll sums on deposit, and sllows Interest monthly
on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BU.ILDINC SOCIETY.
BOW

~0

l'UBCB:.A.SB A B:OUBB

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
B:OW to l'UBCB:.A.SB a.l'LOr of L.A.J!I'D

FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH.

rhe BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free.

FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER MONTH.

.
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT
IS A CERTAIN CURE FOR

Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Burns, Scalds, Rheumatism,
Sciatica, Lumbago, Piles, Old Wounds, Eczema, Erysipelas,
AND EVERY FORM OF SKIN DISEASE.
Manufactured only at 78, New Oxford Street, London.
Bold by a l i CheD11.•1l• and IVJ:edlob:l.e Vend~~
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EDE AND SON,

ROBE

~MAKERS

By Special

Appointment
TO HER MAJESTY, THE LORD CHANCELLOR, AND THE BISHOPS.
LAWN SLEEVES-ROCHET & CHIMERE. FULL SLEEVE GOWN, CASSOCK & SASH IN ALL QUALITIES,

SURPLICES FOR CLERGY AND CHOIR.
CLERICAL TAILORING.

Hoods, Cassocks, Scarves, Stoles, Bands, College Caps, Clergy Collars, &c.
PEERS, LEGAL, AND CORPORATION ROBES.

93 & 94, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

BARBICAN MISSION TO THE JEWS.
Seeretary-PREDIGER CHRISTLIEB T. LIPSHYTZ.

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY HEEDED
(1) For the GENERAL WORK.
(2) To help those CONVERTS WHO LEFT ALL FOR CHRIST'S SAKE.
(3) POOR RELIEF AMONG REFUGEE JEWS IN DISTRESS.
"They that did the king's business helped the JewB."-Esther ix. 3 (R.V.).

DOll" A.TIOJI"S and SUB9CBIP'l'IOJI"S will be thankfullv received and acknowledged, and may be
sent to the SECRETARY, 33, FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.

FO:& THE SAXE OF EBGLABD'S POOR.

HOME MISSIONS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

abbitional

([urate~ ~otietp.
ESTABLISHED 1837.

Patron:

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
~----~~-------

Upwards of ONE THOUSAND Additional Clergymen are now
at work in poor and densely-populated Parishes through the help
of grants from this Society.
More than ONE HUNDRED OTHER PooR PARISHES, at present unassisted,
are urging their need of an additional Clergyman to carry the Gospel Message
to those who are at present outside its influence.
Contributions will be thankfully received by the Secretary (Rev_ Paul Petit) at the Society's omce,
·AlbanyBuildings, 39, VIctoria &treat, Westminster. Cheques should be crossed "Coutts & eo."

THE

CHURCHMAN
JANUARY, 1898.
ART. I.-THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE PENTATEUCH.
No. XII.
HAVE been asked why I call the criticism, the methods of
Icism,
which it is my object to call in question, Gmvrnan critiand I have been reminded that all German criticism is

not of that type. I gladly admit the fact. Yet, so far as
Germans follow the lines of the criticism of other nations,
their criticism is not German, but cosmopolitan. But the
particular criticism of which I speak had its origin in Germany
so called, and is still more (P) closely identified with Germany
than with any other country. I call it German criticism, not.
because all Germans adopt it, but because it is of German
origin.
Perhaps the best way of making my readers understand
the critical analysis of chapters xii.-xvi., in reference to the
Priestly Code, to which my remarks chiefly apply, will be to
transcribe the portions of the supposed priestly narrative
contained in those chapters. It has already been stated that
chap. xi. 10-27, 31, 32; xii. 4, 5, are said to be parts of that
narrative. It brings "Abram" and Lot from Haran into
Canaan, but, as we have seen, it makes no mention of the
death of Lot's father Haran. "And they (i.e., Abram and
Lot) went forth," it continues (xii. 5), "to go into the land of
Canaan, and into the land of Canaan they came. And the
land was not able to bear them that they might dwell to~
gether; for their substance was great (xiii. 6). And they
separated themselves the one from the other; Abram dwelled
in the land of Canaan and Lot dwelled in the cities of the
plain (xiii. lib, 12). And1 Sarai, Abram's wife, bare him no
1 The translation "now" of A.V. is a liberty with the original, whic~
is simply "and."
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children (xvi. la). And Sarai, Abram's wife, took Hagar the
Egyptian, her handmaid, after Abram had dwelt ten years in
the land of Canaan,l and gave her to Abram her husband to
be his wife (xvi. 3). And Hagar bare Abram a son, and
Abram called the name of his son which Hagar bare, Ishmael.
And Abram was fourscore and six years old when Hagar bare
Ishmael to Abram" (xvi. 15, Hi). This brief abstract is
immediately followed by chap. xvii., which is all attributed to
the priestly historian; so that, in the place of the scraps of
P, so meagrely inserted in the previous chapters into a narrative derived, as we are told, from very various sources, we get
a consecutive passage of twenty-nine verses which entirely
belongs to P. It has not been made quite clear why P, who
has hitherto been so unreasonably curt in his account of the
Father of the Faithful, should now suddenly launch out into
considerable detail. Were we to give P, as disentangled by
the critics, entirely by itself, the effect would be seen to be
a little bizarre.
To chap. xvii. we shall presently return. But let us first
recall a few facts and restate one or two principles. The
criticism of the matter of the Old Testament, we must bear in
mind, is what is termed the Higher, as opposed to the criticism of the text, which is called the Lower Criticism. Now,
the narrative of the Priestly Code, or P, was first supposed to
be the earliest narrative, which, like the Saxon Chronicle,
was a mere skeleton or framework, afterwards amplified into
the fuller details we find in onr present books. The later, or
"literary " criticism, has " proved" that instead of being the
earliest, the meagre narrative of the priestly writer is the
latest of the sources of the Pentateuch as we now have it.
But if the criticism of this volume is to be of a "High " order
-in fact, if it is to be seriously regarded as " Higher Criti13ism" at all-it must be ready to solve the problems its own
conclusions suggest. It is not sufficient to tell us on any
point that it is so : the Higher Criticism must face the
problems why and how it is so. And if critics of the Wellhausen school are unable to do this-and as yet they have
not even attempted to do it-the genuine Higher Criticism
must reject their attempts at it as of a very low order indeed.
The question, then, that a genuine critic will ask, before
1 The curiously summary manner in which this "Priestly narrative "
{the critics tell us thiR is the whole of it) tells the history of tht first ten
years of Abraham's sojourn in Palestine, must strike everyone. Professor
Driver's explanation is that" his aim is to give a systematic view, from a
priestly standpoint, of the origin and chief institutions of the Jewish
Israelitish theocracy. For this purpose, an abstmct of the history is
sufficient."
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pronouncing a final conclusion to have been reached, is
something of this kind. First of all, how came such a brief,
unsatisfactory, dry, incomplete summary of Israelite history
~s the Priestly Code to have attracted any attention at all,
m an age of inquiry and final selection of documents, when
far superior histories were to be had ? Surely the tendency
of an age which was solicitous about the transmission of its
history would have been to recur (1) to the best and (2) to
the fullest and most picturesque statements of events, and
not to trouble itself with dry summaries of a comparatively
recent date. Next, the Priestly historian had presumably the
histories of J and E, or at least the fused narrative of the
two, before him. If so, (1) how do we know that his was an
independent history at all, or that it was anything but an
abbreviation of JE ? and (2) if he did not abbreviate JE, or
J and E, why did he not do so, and why did he follow other
documents? Thirdly, why did the redactor, with the older
and fuller narratives of J and E before him, suddenly leave
them, and insert scraps of a slighter, a later, and a less trustworthy account ?1 These questions have been asked before,
but I must continually remind my readers that no historic Qr
literary criticism can really be of a high type which does not
grapple in a satisfactory fashion with such difficulties as
these. The question before us is the sources of the present
books. It is absurd to pretend that those sources have been
<Jorrectly indicated until we have defined, not only the contents, but the aims, the processes, and the position of their
authors. Especially do we need some guide to the personality,
the methods, and the objects of the post-exilic redactor. . If
the redactor's aim was identical with that of P, why did he
run the risk of utterly spoiling P's "systematic view " by insertions from JE? If not, what was he aiming at 1
Next, the Priestly narrative, if, as is pretended, we have the
1 It is true that the redactor is credited with a desire to suppress all
Israelite history but that which bore on the unique relations between
Jehovah and the Jews. But if this were also P's design, why was it
carried out in so unattractive a fashion? Professor Driver's explanation of
this difficulty has been given. The institution of circumcision (eh. xvii.)
may be, as Professor Driver contends, an "important epoch." But surely
ft could have been emphasized far better in P's usual style than by all
the unneces3ary biographical detail in that chapter. And why are
important sacrificial details, illustrating Abraham's piety and t.he fot;m
of its expression, ascribed to JE rather than ~ ? S~e, for m~tance,
eh. xv. 9-18. At least, Professor Driver's theory. m no way explams .the
redactor's insertion of scraps from P into the mi~t o~ another narrative.
No doubt such insertions. are frequent among h1stonans when the;v find
an interesting or picturesque .detail in one of their sources wh1ch is
absent from another. But our redactor's insertions are without 'either
rh:rme or reason.
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whole of it, must have been a very extraordinary document,
as far as form is concerned. If my readers will turn to what
we are told is the narrative of P, as I have given it above, he
will find the remarkable assertion that the land of Canaan
was not large enough to maintain .Abram and Lot! As the
statement stands in our present narrative, it is intelligible
enough, for the word "land " refers to the particular part of
Canaan in which Abram and Lot attempted to settle. But in
the previous verse of P (xii. 5), as well as in that which
follows (xiii 12), the word is used of the " land " of Canaan.
And therefore in chap. xiii. 6 it must have the same meaning,
unless we have not the whole of P here, which is contrary to
the hypothesis. Besides, Abraham is said in chap. xiii. 12 to
have selected the land of Canaan and Lot to have departed
from it. Obviously, from the narrative of P as it stands, the
land of Canaan was too small to cont~;~.in Abraham and Lot. 1
Here, then, once more, we have a statement which is perfectly
natural and rational in its present context, but which becomes
absolute nonsense when detached from it in accordance with
the views of critics of the German school. Then the statement that " Sarai, Abram's wife, bare him no children," is
rather oddly tacked on to the preceding verse, which tells us
where Lot sojourned. The narrative here is singularly bald
and abrupt, when compared with chaps. xvi. 15-xvii. 27,
the whole of which is ascribed to P, but which displays no
such abruptness and lack of form and finish as that which has
been transcribed above. A competent literary critic, when
comparing the account I have extracted from P with chaps.
xvi. 15-xvii. 27, would have no hesitation, from the difference in style, in asserting the two to be by altogether different
hands. There is nothing in common between the quaint,
jerky fragment I have given above and the free and flowing,
and in parts2 striking and picturesque account in chap. xvii.
I do not despair of seeing the German school compelled to
assign some parts at least of Gen. xvii. to JE. But whether
destiny will drive them to this surrender or not, there is
certainly a greater divergence in style between different parts
of P than between that author and the rest of the Pentateuch.
We proceed to remark that the extract from P in chap.
xvi. 1 is in close connection with the rest of this section
(chaps. xv.-xxi.), which relates to Abram's childlessness, the
giving of Hagar to him as a wife by Sarai, and the subsequent
promise and birth of Isaac.3 A rational critic might see some
1 If Abraham's possessions and his servants were so many, as this
implies, why should he have been unable, by the way, to defeat the five
kings?
2 See vers. 17-19.
3 Chapters xviii.-xx. are a separate episode.
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traces of literary art in the introduction of the subject in
chap. xv. with Abram's lament that he is childless, and Eliezer
of Damascus his only heir. If the analysis of the modern
critical school is correct, we are indebted to the redactor for
this dramatic and skilful use of his authorities. It is not
quite in accordance with all we are told of him. But then
the inconsistencies of the narrative are fully paralleled by the
inconsistencies of the critics and the far greater inconsistencies of the results they have achieved. So we shall perhaps
ultimately find that the redactor, though a mere compiler
(who sometimes, however, re-wrote his authorities), was, in
spite of his lapses and general clumsiness, an author of the
most finished dramatic type. We may further observe that
the narrative of chap. xv., though it is most exquisitely and
picturesquely told, is the most comical mosaic ever seen in
print. According to Kautzsch and Socin, verses 1-3 are from
JE as fused, ver. 4 from J, ver. 5 from E, ver. 6 from J,
verses 7, 8 by the redactor himself, verses 9-11 from J, verses
12-16 by the redactor, verses 17, 18 from J, and verses 19-21
by the redactor again, though these last verses are of a kind
which are generally ascribed to P. The preternatural ingenuity which has faultlessly unravelled this extraordinary
tangle of extracts is of course beyond all praise. And, once
more, we have the redactor in an altogether new character.
We have hitherto seen him, sometimes in his miraculously
acute, and sometimes in his normally clumsy and inconsequent vein. Here, however, we have him posing before us
as the incomparable artist who can so arrange the various
minute pieces of his mosaic as to produce the most striking
literary effects.
I proceed to a more detailed analysis of the language of P
in chap. xvi. And we may first remark how the passages
assigned to JE and P respectively fit into each other. 1 For
the first words of the passage assigned to JE, " and she had a
handmaid," requires some antecedent passage very similar to
la (P). It is not, therefore, particularly clear, since no part
of chap. xv. is supposed to be taken from P, why the ~edactor
resorted to him here when he must have had somethmg precisely equivalent in 'the author whom he ~as previ_o~sly and
.afterwards copying. We may also note m tl:i~ ortgmal tJ;i.e
way in which the words "maid " and " Egyptian". occur m
the narratives ascribed to both authors, thus stampmg them
as being by the same, not by different, hands. We m~y also
observe how naturallyver. 3 follows on y-er..2. Furt~er,_It,:nay
·be noticed how the invariable expressiOn m GenesiS IS. she
1

Vets. la, 3, 15a and 16 are here assigned toP.
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conceived and bare a son." 1 But in ver. 15 (P) Hagar is
simply said to "bear" a son. Her conception is only mentioned in JE, another indication that JE and P are by the
same hand. Again n,S~ ("from bearing," ver. 2, JE) is an
obvious continuation of the idea suggested by
("she
bare," ver. 1, P). Another indication of unity of authorship.
We may further remark that, although, according to JE,
Hagar conceives, yet JE " knows nothing" of any birth in
consequence. And if P tells us that the son who was born
was called Ishmael, JE again knows nothing of that name.
In chap. xxi. 9 (JE) the boy is simply "the son of Hagar the
Egyptian." If anyone should think all this solemn trifling,
we would assure him that we are in no wise bettering the
instruction of our German or Germanizing preceptors in the
matter of hair-splitting and wire-drawing, as a glance at
W ellhausen on the composition of the Hexateuch or Professor Driver's "Introduction" will prove. Further, in
cha-p. xxi. 9 (JE) we have, as anyone may see who compares
it with chap. xvi. 15, a distinct quotation from P, which was
written 400 years later. For JE never states that a son was
born to Hagar at all, but in xxi. 9 assumes the statement
already copied from P. And had it suited the destructive
critics, we might further have heard a good deal about the
silence of the subsequent narrative (chaps. xviii.-xx.) extracted
from JE (with the exception of xxi. 9, which, of course, might
as easily have been inserted from P as other passages are
supposed to have been) about Hagar and her son. Neither
of them is mentioned in chap. xviii., where Hagar might
have been expected to have been in attendance on her
mistress. But the keenness of the critics in building pyramids
on their apex is apt occasionally to slumber. Neque semper
arcum tendit Apollo. It is a pity, for otherwise we might
arrive at sundry other interesting and ingenious, if not quite
certain, details concerning the sources of the Pentateuch
and their several contents. Another point which should not
escape us is that P, which, as we have been told, 2 devotes
itself exclusively to the promises to Israel, is as explicit about
God's promises to Ishmael and their fulfilment (xvii. 20,
xxv. 12) as is JE, a document, as we are led to suppose, of a
far less exclusive character and tone (xvi. 10, xxi. 13-18). Of
chap. xvii., the whole of which is attributed to P, I will speak
in a subsequent paper.

rt,S,

1 See Gen. iv. 1 ; xxi. 2 ; xxv. 22 ; xxix. 32, 33, 34, 3fi; xxx. 5, 7, 17,
19. 23. In cb. xxx. 10, 12, 21, however, Zilpah and Leah are said to" bear"
children without the previous "conceived." But these passages are
from JE I
2
Driver, "Introduction," p. 121.
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A lay friend, who has given much attention to these subjects, tells me of som~ points of great importance ~n _which,
m my last paper, I faded to touch. The first, and 1t IS most
weighty, is that the form Amraphel1 for Khammurabi must
have been taken from some cuneiform script contemporary
with Khammurabi, for only nt that time were the two forms
Ammu and Khammu used side by side. 2 Next, the script
itself must have been written after the time of Kharnmurabi's
successful revolt against Kudur-lagamar. This, and this only,
can explain the placing Amraphel first in the narrative of
Gen. xiv., although it expressly mentions the suzerainty of
the latter. The third is that the name Ur Casilim was only
applied toUr during" the time of the Khammurabi dynasty
and of Abraham himself" 3 Fourthly, when dealing with
Paddan-Aram, I have passed over rather too lightly the fact
that the region was not called Paddan-Aram until after the
days of Abraham; so that the use of the word PaddanAram is not characteristic of JE, but simply a proof that the
history of Abraham and J acob, as it has come down to us, is
derived from contemporaneous sources. The theory of some
recent analytical critics that the post-exilic forgers of the
Abrahamic history endeavoured to give local and historical
colouring to their accounts by studying the Babylonian
tablets of the period, 4 shows how hardly archreological research
is pressing on the subjective school. Besides, how could the
Jewish and Israelite writers of" the eighth and ninth century
B.c." employ themselves in hunting up the cuneiform inscriptions ? For "Paddan-Aram " has been " proved " to be a
characteristic of JE !

J. J.

LIAS.

t Ammu-rapaltu.
Hommel, "Ancient Hebrew Tradition," p. 193.
3 Ibid., p. 213.
It will be remembered (see No. 218, p. 58) tha~ Ur
Casdim is supposed by the latest subjective criticism to belong exclustvely
to the post-exilic author and redactor.
4 Ibid., p. 162.
How extraordinarily clever and incapable at one and
the same time were these remarkable historians !
2

---i----
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ART. II.-THE TRUE READING AND IMPORT OF
ACTS XV. 23.
01 a?rOITTOAOL Kal ol 7rpeu{JuT€pOL Kal o! d.8e>.tf>o! rois Kara TT)P , AvrLOXELaV Kal
};vplav Kal KLALKlav dae>.<f>ols TOtS e~ iOvwv, xalpELV
0

The apostles and elde:rs and b1·ethren send greeting unto the brethren
which are of the Gentiles in Antioch and Syria and Cilicia.-A.V.
0! a?rOITTOAOL Ka! o! 1rpeu{Jurepot d.8eA<f>ol, K.r.A.

The apostles and the elde:r b1·eth1·en unto the brethren which are of the
·Gentiles in Antioch and Syria and Cilicia, greeting.-R. V.

1. PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE OF THE INQUIRY.

HERE is a general agreement among English Churchmen
T
that the time has come when their Church, without
severing her connection with the State, ought to possess a
certain legislative independence. It is felt that some Church
assembly or assemblies should have power to make laws for
regulating her affairs, subject only to the supremacy of the
Crown and the veto of Parliament, if the proposed ecclesiastical
measure would be detrimental to the interests of the nation at
large. In view of the attempt which undoubtedly will soon
be made to obtain for our Ch.urch this amount of autonomy,
it is of importance to consider what should be the constitution
of her legislature. Ought the laity to have a place in it ? If
so, ought they, as in the Church of Ireland, the self-governing
Colonial Churches, and the Church of Japan, to have, as an
order, an egual vote and veto with the Bench of Bishops and
the clerical order in all matters, including those of discipline
and doctrine? Or ought their legislative functions, if they are
allowed any at all, to be strictly limited ?
The proceedings of the first Council at Jerusalem, of which
an account is given by St. Luke in Acts xv., have an important
bearing on this question. It was summoned to decide upon a
vital point of doctrine and discipline-the truth, namely, or
the reverse, of the propositions enunciated by the Judaizing
Christians in the infant Gentile Church at Antioch, and in
Jerusalem itself, "Except ye be circumcised after the manner
of Moses, ye cannot be saved ;" "It is needful to circumcise
[the Gentile converts] and to charge them to keep the law of
Moses." It is quite clear that the laity concurred in the
decision which was arrived at upon the matter in dispute ;
for we are told in verse 22 that it pleased (or it seemed good
to) the apostles and elders with the whole Chu1·ch to choose
Judas and Silas, and send them to Antioch with Paul and
Barnabas as the bearers of the decree of the Council. But
were the laity actually named in the decree itself as parties to
it? The answer to this question is, unfortunately, not free
from doubt, and depends on the solution of the problem, What
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is the true reading of ver. 23, the variants of which are given
at the head of the present remarks.1
2. THE ADMITTED FACTS.

In order to form an opinion upon this disputed point, let us
first examine the facts in connection with it .as to which· no
doubt is raised.
The institution of the second order of the Christian
ministry, the 7rpE<F{3{mpot, or elders, is not, like that of the
deacons,. expressly mentioned. We are not informed when
the first were ordained in Jerusalem. The earliest allusion to
them is in Acts xi. 30, where we are told that the alms
collected at Antioch for the relief of the Christians at
Jerusalem was sent to the elders, and not, as we might have
expected, to the deacons. The second mention of them
is equally incidental, and occurs in chap. xiv. 23, where we
learn that Paul and Barnabas ordained elders in the Churches
of, apparently, Derbe, Lystra, !conium, and the Pisidian
Antioch. We then read that they sailed to Antioch in Syria,
and there (chap. xv. 1) were confronted with the Judaizers
already mentioned, who were teaching "the brethren"
(Tovs &oEAcpol!>) their reactionary doctrine. Ver. 2: After much
controversy, they (the brethren) determined that Paul and
Barnabas, with some others of their body, should go up to
Jerusalem to the apostles and elders (7rpos Tovs a1ro<TT6Aovs Ka~
7rpE<Tj3vTf.povs) about this question. Ver. 3 : The envoys were
brought on their way by the Church (iJ7ro Tfjs ~KKA7J<Tias), and
passed through Phenicia and Samaria, declaring the conversion of the Gentiles, and causing great joy to all the brethren
(7racn Toi:s aoEAcpoi:s). V er. 4: And when they came to Jerusalem
they were received by the Church, and the apostles, and
elders (1>71'0 Tfjs EKKA>J<T[as Kat TWV d7rOU'TCJAwv Kat TWV 7rpE<Fj3VTEpwv),
and declared what God had done with them. Ver. 5 : But here,
too, they were met by J udaizers, who insisted on the necessity
Qf circumcising the Gentile converts, and enjoining observance
of the law of Moses. Ver. 6: So the apostles and elders (ot
d7r6<TToAot Kat ot 7rpE<F{3vTEpot) came together to consider the
matter. Vers. 7-11: And after much disputing, Peter rose
and gave his voice for liberty in a speech beginning: "Men
and brethren" ("AvopES aOEAcpo~). Ver. 12: And the whole
multitude (7rav To 71'Afj8os) kept silence and listene~ to Paul and
Barnabas declaring the signs and wonders whiCh God ha_d
wrought by them among the Gentiles. . Vers. 13-21 .= After th1s
J ames gave his judgment against troubhng the Gentile converts.
1

We need not consider the other l'eading of the verse, which omits

<ioell..po!, since the authority for it is insignificant.
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Ver. 22 : Then it seemed good to the apostles and elders, with
the whole Church (~oo~€ TOt> drrouT6Aots Kat TOt> 7rp£u(3vTepot> uvv
oAy Tj EKKAYJ<Tt?-) to choose out, and send men from them
(EKA€~aJLEVOV> 11v8pa> E~ avTwv 1rEJLfat) to Antioch with Paul and
Barnabas, namely, Judas and Silas, chief men among the
brethren (11v8pas ~yovJLevovs Ev Tot> do£A,Po'is). Ver. 23: Writing
(yp6.favT£>) thus, by their hand-then follows the disputed
heading of the decree, which proceeds: (ver. 24) : "Forasmuch as we have heard that certain which went out from us
(nv~> E~ ~JLwv E~£.\86vns) have troubled you," etc. Ver. 25: ''It
seemed good to us, having come to one accord (~8o~£v ~JL;;v
y£voJL€vot> 6JLo8vJLa8?w), to choose out and send to you men with
our beloved Barnabas and Paul," etc. And we are told in
chap. xvi. 4, that as Paul and Silas went through the cities
(Derbe, Lystra, and !conium, etc.) they delivered to them, to
keep, the decrees adjudged by the apostles and elders at
Jerusalem ({,1ro Twv d1rouT6Awv Kat Twv 7rp£u(3vrepwv Twv Ev
"l£povuaA~JL).

3. EVIDENCE OF THE MSS., VERSIONS AND FATHERS.

Having now before us the material circumstances in connection with the question, let us proceed to examine the
external authorities upon the reading of the passage. The
evidence of the MSS. and Versions may be thus tabulated :
EARLY MSS.
In favour of o! 7rpeu{J. Kal o!

do.

In favour of ol 7rpeu{J.

Cod. Sin. (by a later corrector).
Cod. Laudian. (seventh century).
Cod. Mutin. (ninth century).
Cod. Angelic. Rom. (ninth century).
Cod. Prophyrian. (ninth century).
A. large preponderance of cursive
MSS.

do.

Cod. Sin. (fourth century).
Cod. A.lexandr. (fifth century).
Cod. Vatican. (fourth century).
Cod. Ephrrem. (fifth century).
Cod. Bez. (sixth century).
Cod. Londin., Tischendorf.
Cod. Colbertin. (eleventh century).

VERSIONS.

Peshito-Syriac (second century).
Philoxenian Syriac (fifth century).
,
Coptic (fourth century ?).
Armenian (fifth cen"
tury); Zoh rab's
edition.
1Ethiopic (fourth cen"
tury); both editions.

Vulgate (" seniores fratres ").
Armenian (fifth century); Uscan'<>
edition.

It will be noticed that while the testimony of the early
extant MSS. is against the words Kat ol having been written in
the original of the Acts, the testimony of the early Versions,
which must have been translated from yet earlier MSS., is in·
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thei! favour. The.Pat1·istic evidence which we possess on the
s~bJect is equally indecisive.
In the Apostolic ConstitutiOns Kat oi is inserted in quoting ver. 23, and Kat T<t- erru:rKorr'l}
laKwf3't' is inserted after EOO~f TOtS arroa-r6A.ots in quoting ver. 22.
But in the Latin translations which have come down to us
of Irenreus (Contra Hreres., iii. 4) and of Athanasius (De
Trinit. et Spir. Sanct., 21) the opening words of the decree
are given as Apostoli et Presbyteri fratres. Similarly, Pacian
(Parren. ad Prenitent., 4), at the close of the fifth century,
mentions the decree as commencing with the same words.
Origen's reference to it (Contra Cels., Lib. viii., :P· 396) is too
inaccurate to be of any real value in the inqmry. For he
says ; EOO~f TOtS TOV 'l1j<TOV a"II"O<TTOAOLS Kat TOtS EV AvTwxetq. a-vvax{hl:a-tv E"ll"t TO alho rrpea-f3vTEpots Kat, ws a~TOt ofiTot wvop.aa-av, Ttj) ay['t'
rrvevp.an ypatf;at, K.T.A. Nor does Chrysostom throw any light
on the point, since in his Homily on the passage he omits all
reference to the presbyters as well as to the brethren. His
words are : T6n EOO~f Tol:s .drro<TTOAOLS, cp1)<TtV, avopas ~yovp.f.vovs EV
TOLS dofAcpot<; rrep.tf;at.

4.

INFERENCE FROM THE AcTUAL WoRDS.

In this conflict of. external evidence we are driven to weigh
carefully the internal evidence in favour of the alternative
readings. There can be no doubt that if oi rrpea-/3. do. is the
true reading, it is a &rra~ A.eyop.fvov of a very remarkable character. The word rrpea-f3{mpos is found in the New Testament
sixty-six times, or, if we include the feminine form, sixty-seven
times. In twenty-eight of these passages it clearly refers to a
distinct order in the Jewish Church, and in sixteen (without
counting the present passage) to the second order of the
ministry in the Christian Church; while in the twelve
passages in which it occurs in the Apocaly.J?se it denotes a
symbolical order of twenty-four individuals m the heavenly
Oh urch. In four other places it means the men of old time ;
and there are only six or (if we include the present passage)
seven places in which the word can possibly have an adjectival sense; and even in some of these it is a question whether
it is not used in its more common technical sense. Among
the whole sixty-seven instances of its occurr~nce. t~ere is,
apart from the present passage, only one in whiCh It IS ~sed
to qualify a substantive namely in the parable of the Prodigal
Son where the father's' other s~n is styled o v~os 0 rrpwf3{mpo<;
(Luke xv. 25). If we refer to the LXX. we fin~ a similar
.usage. The word is mostly em~lo~ed supst~ti'!elY ; . but
where it is used merely as a. qualif;yJ,Dg adJective 1t 18 never
once inserted between the artiCle and the noun ; but always,
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as in Luke xv. 25, follows the noun, being preceded by a
repetition of the article (compare Gen. xxiv. 2 ; xxvii. 1, 15,
42; Job i. 13, 18; Ezek. xvi. 45; xxiii. 4). 1 If, therefore,
Kat ol was not in the original of .the decree, we should have
expected, from a grammatical point of -view, ol a8e>..cpol ol 7rperrflv-repot, and not o~ 7rperr{3v-repot .0.8eA,cpo[.
But the expression is e~ually strange when we consider it
in reference to the word a8e>..cp~[. That word is continually
used in the Acts and Epistles in the sense of Christians, in
accordance with our Lord's own declaration, " All ye are
brethren" (Matt. xxiii. 8). But it is nowhere else so used
with a qualifying adjective to denote an official class or order
of Christians. Ol a7r6rrTOAo£ 0.8e>..cpot and, but for this one
possible exception, ol 1rperrf3v-repot 0.8e>..cpot, would be inconceivable forms of speech to denote the Christians .of the apostolate and the Christians of the presbyterate. The words of
the angel in Rev. xxii. 9, elp.E •.. -rwv 0.8e>..cpwv rrov -rwv 1rpocpYJ-rwv,
Kat -rwv TYJpovv-rwv -rovs >..6yovs -rov {3t{3A.Eov -rov-rov, are not analogous; for the brotherhood there referred to is either that
which exists between prophet and prophet, or that which
subsists between all the servants of God, and is certainly not
that between Christian man and Christian man. Similarly,
when a clergyman nowadays talks of his clerical brethren or
a layman of his lay brethren, it is not the common Christian
brotherhood which is signified, but the relationship subsisting
between men of the same order. Of course, too, the use of
the words O.v8pes 0.8e>..cpo[, in addressing. an ~udience, like our
"gentlemen," has no bearing on the point; they were employed in speaking to Jews as well as to Christians. Some
have suggested that the commencement of the decree without
xal ol, means "the apostles and the presbyters, brethren."
This, however, is clearly untenable, and if those two words
had originally no place in the decree, we are driven to the
conclusion that it contains an expression which has no
parallel elsewhere in Christian literature, and had already
become obsolete before St. Luke wrote the Acts. But, if this
was so, we can hardly avoid the further conclusion that the
expression represents a state of things which had also passed
away before that time.
5. INFERENCE FROM TliE REST OF THE DECREE.

The language of the rest of the decree appears to harmonize
better with the assumption that the promulgators of it are
1

This assertion, of course, does not apply to such passages as Gen. xxiv. 1,

Ka.l 'AfJpa.ap. 1jv 1rp£rrfJvr<pos, where the word forms part of the predicate.

Its use in these passages has no bearing upon the present discussion.
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the whole Church than that it is put forth by the apostles
and elders. "Certain men," the decree says, "have gone forth
from us." It is nowhere hinted, and it is very unlikely, that
the J udaizing teachers were either apostles or presbyters.
The " us," therefore, is probably the wnole Church. Again,
"It seemed good unto us, having come to one accord, to
choose out," etc. What the decree here states as having
seemed good to the promulgators of it, is precisely what is
stated by St. Luke a few verses before to have seemed good to
the apostles and elders with the whole Church. Further, the
decree mentions their having come to one accord (R. V.).
Undoubtedly the accord in the matter was come to by the
whole Church. If the apostles and elders alone promulgated
the decree, so that the "we " in it did not include the whole
Church, would they not have expressly mentioned the fact
that the Church concurred with them in the decision ?

6.

INFERENCE FROM THE CONTEXT.

The context does not lead us to take a different view. No
doubt St. Luke tells us that the Gentile Churches desired to
obtain the opinion of the apostles and presbyters at Jerusalem
upon the question which the Judaizers had raised, and in
chap. xvi. 4 he refers to the decree as the judgment of those
apostles and presbyters. But this does not negative the concurrence in it of the lay members of the Church. In fact,
while in the verse just quoted the resolutions of the decreethe 86yflaTa-are ascribed to the apostles and presbyters, it is
expressly stated in chap. xv. 22 that they were resolved by
(€8og€) the apostles and presbyters, 'with the whole Church. It
would be of supreme Importance if we could determine to
whom the Greek word in ver. 23, which we translate "and
they wrote," refers. But it is an unattached participle, which
cannot, in strict grammar, be connected with any of the foregoing nouns. It appears, however, on the whole, to be more
natural to refer to it all the three, &1r6uToAot, 7rp€u{3-6T€pot, and
also eKKATJu[a. Those who would confine it to the first two
must justify the limitation by some other consideration.
Taken by itself, the form points to eKKATJu[a being included.
It is noticeable that in chap. xv. 6 it is only stated that the
apostles an1 presbyters came together to consid?r the. matter.
That the la1ty, however, were present when the d1scusswn took
place is clear, not only from the concurrence of the whole
Church in the resolutions arrived at (ver. 22), but also from
the mention of the whole multitude (1r<lv T?. 7rA~8os)-see
ver. 12). That this expression must refer to the whole Churc~,
and cannot be confined to the whole body of the presbyters, IS
clear from its use elsewhere in the Acts.
·
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7.

INFERENCE FROM CoNTE~IPORANEous PRACTICE.

The view that the laity at this time were consulted and
took part in the formal proceedings of the Church is corroborated by other details which are recorded in the Acts and
elsewhere. The whole Church (To 1rA.~8os Twv p.aOTJTwv) was
consulted as to the first appointment of deacons (chap. vi.).
The whole Church (o~ d1r6<TToAot Kat o~ d8£A.,Po£) deliberated upon
St. Peter's conduct in baptizing and eating with the uncircumcised household of Cornelius (chap. xi. 1-18). It may be said
that these instances occurred before any presbyters were
appointed. But from chap. xxi. 18-24, it appears that long
afterwards the general body of the laity, as distinguished from
the elders, considered themselves entitled to call St. Paul to
account for his conduct and teaching among the Gentiles
whom he had visited in his missionary journeys. He first had
an interview with St. J ames and "all the elders," but was
distinctly told that this interview would not satisfy the many
myriads of Jewish believers, who were all zealous for the law.
According to some MSS. the multitude (1rA.~8os) of these waG
certain to come together upon the question. But it is clear
that the elders did not feel able of their own authority to
pass upon St. Paul a sentence of acquittal and approval which
would bind the entire Church.
The evidence of the Epistles points in the same direction.
In 1 Cor. v. 3-5 St. Paul directs the whole Corinthian Church
to inflict discipline on the incestuous person. Archbishop
Benson in his posthumous work on Cyprian (pp. 427 -431) has
reminded us that this practice survived even into the third
century. It is true that he treats the words Kat o~ as an early
intrusion into Acts xv. 23; but he regards their interpolation
as showing that, when they were added, it did not seem
impossible that, as the laity had been clearly consulted even
by apostles, so they should join with them and with the
presbyters in a formal decree. He proceeds to mention a
grave decision on the question of keeping Easter, written by
Irenreus in the name of the brethren over whom he presided
in Gaul, and the formal condemnation of Montanism by " the
faithful throughout Asia." And he adds that " Origen, in a
passage which would not be conclusive if it stood alone, uses
an expression which, side by side with others, hints that the
consultation of the laity by the bishops, though disused in his
day, had its place in the traditions of the past as well as in
reason." Cyprian, therefore, was acting in accordance with
ancient preceaent when, in the earlier years of his episcopate,
he consulted the laity on the terms of communion to be
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imposed on those who had lapsed from Christianity to
heathenism. I
8.

CoNCLUSION.

Our foregoing examination of the question may not enable
us to arrive at an absolute decision as to the original wording
of Acts xv. 23, but it will assist us to appreciate the grounds
for adopting or rejecting the two alternatives, and to realize
the small practical importance of the question which of them
is in fact the true reading. We cannot expect to find in the
infant Church, any more than in a primitive political community, a fully developed and completely organized legislative
body. The assemblies of the Churches in Apostolic times,
like the meetings, or motes, of the Teutonic tribes at the
same period, were doubtless frequented by those who happened
to be on the spot and were at leisure or disposed to be present;
and their attendance was reckoned as that of the whole body.
Nor need we wonder if it appeared a matter of indifference
whether the resolutions of those ancient assemblies went forth
in the name of the whole assembled body or of its president
or more important members, The fact that some of our early
Acts of Parliament purport to be issued by the authority of
the King alone, or of the King and the Lords, is not inconsistent with their having been duly enacted with the consent
of both Lords and Commons. As regards the case under
consideration, we may assume that when St. Luke wrote the
Acts of the Apostles, he had in his hands a correct copy of the
actual decree of the Council. With this copy before him, he
tells us that Paul and Barnabas were sent to Jerusalem to
consult the apostles and elders upon the subject on which it
was made, and afterwards refers to the decree as that of the
apostles and elders. But he also tells us that the decree was
resolved on by them" with the whole Church." If, then, his
copy contained the Ka~ o1, it follows that (a) the wording of
the decree itself accounts for St. Luke's statement that the
whole Church assented to the decree; and (b) his subsequent
allusion to it as the decree of the aJ?ostles and elders must be
explained either by his considermg them the important
I It is true that, subsequently, on the question of admitt!ng to communion persons who had been schismatically baptized, Cyprran l.eft the
laity unconsulted. But, as the Archbishop points. out, the ~lt_erat,ron was
not for the better. "'The contrast' (it is said) 'IS ve.ry s~rrkmg. . That
is most true. Cyprian's first view disappeared from hrs mm~. Hrs early
pledge was not redeemed. But when we look to the ennobling success.. of
his former councils, and the collapse of the lat~r on~s, r~scued only by
the sweet grandeur of the man from creating wrde d~sumon, we cann<?t
but think the change disastrous. The course of_ history affirms this
conclusion of Christian reason."
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parties to it, or else by his having known aliunde that the
Church at Antioch had in the first instance desired the
opinion of the apostles and elders, and that the Gentile
Churches treated the decree on receiving it as their opinion ;
and (c) the subsequent omission of Ka2 oi in some MSS. must
be ascribed to an accidental and pardonable error of a copyist,
since no one could have deliberately altered an intelligible
phrase into such an awkward and abnormal expression as
oi 1rpe(]'f3vrepot 6.8eA.cpo[,

If, on the other hand, the original decree had o'i 1rpe(]'f3vrepo~
6.8eA.cpo[, then it follows that (a) St. Luke knew aliunde that
the whole Church, though not named in the decree, had
assented to it; and (b) oi 1rp. d. was, at the date of the Council,
the accurate designation of the body of men who, by the time
when St. Luke wrote the Acts (twelve or more years after the
Council), had come to be called oi 7rpe(]'f3vrepot, and were then,
or afterwards became, the second order in the Christian
ministry ; and (c) Ka2 oi cannot afterwards have been inserted
by accident, but must have been introduced deliberately,
either to make the wording of the decree harmonize with the
statement that the whole Church assented to it, or else to
get rid of an expression which had become obsolete and unintelligible. If we accept the former hypothesis, the decree
itself corroborates the conclusion which we draw from ver. 22.
that at the date of the Council of Jerusalem the Church wa~
considered as consisting, for legislative purposes, of three
orders, and that the consent of the third order, that of the
laity, was asked and given upon all subjects. If, on the other
hand, we prefer the second hypothesis, the inference is forced
upon us that, at the time when the Council was held, the
presbyters had not crystallized into a separate order. But
the statement in ver. 22 will remain unshaken, and will, of
itself, prove that in the first recorded Council of the Church
the opinion not only of the elder brethren, but of the whole
body of the laity, was taken upon a solemn question of
doctrine and discipline.
PHILIP VERNON SMITH.
----~---

ART.

III.-MY OLD PARISH REGISTERS.

ALMOST love my old registers, they seem to talk to one
Iwonder
of such strange times and strange people. I often
how many sheep it has taken to make all the musty,
fusty, greasy leaves of parchment which make up the aged
books. And one wonders who dressed the old skins and tied
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them all together in their thin, tattered, sheep-skin covers,
with neat little knots of ·skin-strips, torn very narrow, and
tied very tight, with small strings in between that might
almost be sinews from their appearance.
The leaves are of many colours, with occasional round holes
in them from defects in the skin; and the ink is of divers
hues, from a slaty-grey to a deep-brown, while the handwriting varies from the neatest, most scholarly penmanship to
the most illegible, sprawling, fly-away characters it is possible
to imagine-some of the old writers evidently prided themselves on the clearness and carefulness of their entries, while
others as plainly voted the whole thing " a nuisance," and
considered anything would do as long as it was done.
The books begin in 1539, and the writing of the Tudor
period is clear and strong, like many old monastic .MSS., with
very straight lines, and the letters carefully formed with a
sharp pen. Some of the writing is really beautiful, and would
do credit to any scribe. But as the years creep on a certain
slovenliness becomes visible : there is a sort of attempt to
combine the rigid characters of the old days with the "running"
letters of later times, an attempt fatal both to appearance and
utility, until, from 1680 to 1690, a lunatic spider dipped in
ink and set walking up anA down the pages could scarcely
have made a more hopeless confusion. But in 1691 a
marvellous improvement suddenly takes place, probably owing
to the advent of a new vicar, and the dates of births, marriages,
and deaths, instead of being muddled up with the names or
written in "letters," are clearly put at the end of the line, and
the names seem almost printed, they are of such startling
distinctness. It is like coming out of a thick fog into a
glorious sunshine.
Very different was the care bestowed in those times upon
these important entries, and the rigid exactness required in
these days of registrars of births, deaths, and marriages.
Now, the ever lynx-eyed supervision of Somerset House
detects the smallest ·inaccuracy, and calls the offending
clergyman or registrar to instant account. Here there is :r:o
mention of parents' residence or occupation; no hint of ag~ 1s
given, the persons might be adults or infants, it is impossible
to say. The very necessary precaution of inse~ti~g the
officiating minister's name is entirely neglected, untrl m 1?63
an apparently more business-like minister came to the pa:rrsh,
and he signed the registers of births and deaths at the end of
. -each year-as a sort of guarantee, I suppose, that the statements were correct. But, strangely enough, what we _should
consider the most important entr~es _of a!l-t~e ~arrrages
.are not signed at all, and no mt1mat10n IS g1ven as to
VOL. XII.-NEW SERIES, NO. CXII.
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whether the parties spliced together were bachelors, spinsters,
widowers or widows-nor whether they were of full age, or
only foolish young lovers of tender years. In fact, there was
evidently the most reprehensible carelessness in dealing with
these momentous matters, for often the names are squeezed in
between some others as an "after-thought," or written at the
side of the page, or scrawled lengthways on strips of parchment let in between the leaves .
.AJ3 we turn over the faded pages, we see some curious
side -lights of English country life in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. There is nothing very special in the
notices of births and marriages ; very prosaic, cursory, and
commonplace are the entries regarding them; "the tale " of
their years was not yet told : it was still a matter of uncertainty what the end of life's journey would see. But when
the last step of the earthly pilgrimage has been taken, and
the last tokens of respect and affection have been paid, then
there comes the short but pregnant tribute of esteem to the
friend and neighbour who has gone, and the character is
immortalized in the parish records. At other times we have
the monc>t,onous statement over and over again that some
dreadful Jisease is devastating the district, and claiming its
victims on all hands, from all classes. Small-pox must have
been really terrible in those days. It is not till we look into old
registers of this sort that we begin to realize what a frightful
scourge it was, and what an inestimable blessing to the
community at large has been vaccination. The dismal notice
comes before us many times: "Small-pox not out yet." Ah!
how many was small-pox going to put out before it went out
itself? The population of the parish then cannot have been
many hundreds, yet small-pox broke out seemingly in the
spring of 1712. It is first recorded under date February 18,
and between then and November 10 in the same year out of
32 burials (a fearful mortality!) 24 are attributed to small-pox.
What the condition of the village during these nine months
was we can barely conjecture ; with this proportion of deaths,
what must have been the number of sick? A veritable
plague, "a reign of terror," must have taken possession of the
place. We may sometimes grumble at the inconveniences or
occasional mishaps attendant on vaccination, but, thank God,
we know nothing now of such dark and dreadful times.
But even when, in the older periods of the seventeenth
century, there is no definite statement of the prevalence of
any epidemic, we cannot escape the conclusion that such
visitatiOns were frequent and terrible; for while one year will
record about half a dozen deaths, the next will chronicle 30
or 40. For instance, the year 1659 tells of 35 deaths, but
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] 660 speaks only of 5, 1661 0~ 3, and 1662 of 9; but 1663
runs up the record to 25 burials ; so that probably some
deadly pestilence swept over the place, and claimed as its.
victims the weakly, aged, and infirm~ and then for a few
years a more cheerful and healthful perwd succeeded.
But let us now look into the old books for some entries
that throw light upon old times and ways. And thinking of
this, it is strange that the first notice of the occupation of the
deceased comes in 1679 with the curt announcement, "Jnhn
Knowles, a souldier, was buried March 30th." This is all ;.
and no further note of a person's employment appears again
1or years; but the national admiration for the military shines
out of the page. One of the country's defenders is not to be
forgotten ; it is a more lasting tribute than the rattle of
musketry or the roll of drums.
The next person whose laudable employment is thought
worthy of remembrance is John Took, parish clerk, who died
July, 1711. Ah, how much solemn grandeur and lofty dignity
abode (and abides) in the country parish clerk! How useful
was he in setting the tunes for the musical portions of Divine
service, and reading out, correctly or incorrectly-probably
very frequently the latter-the parish notices, and reminding
the minister of his duty, if he forgot it ! By the way, it is a
strange thing, but parish clerks never seem to imagine they
can fail in their duty; there is apparently no class which more
strongly believes in its own infallibility. The children doubtless thought as they saw old Took lowered into his grave
of the many times he had rapped their skulls for inattention
and chattering in church ; and the worthy minister who make~>
the entry in the register would recall to mind with real regret
the many times he and old Took had jogged each other's
memories in parish matters and helped one another in mutual
difficulties; while he would also remember the unpleasant
fact that it now devolved on him to find a successor to the
deceased clerk, and what a very worrying and unthankful
office it would be to choose amongst the many applicants for
the honourable and remunerative post.
But as we leave good old Took to his last long sleep, an?turn over the crackling, crinkling parchment -leaves, this
notice attracts our attention, under date February 10, 1726:
" Samuel Walker, Apothecary, an usefull, kind, charitab~e
man was buryed " What a vista of reflections does this
oper{ up ! The apothecary of those days was very different
from tlie " chemist and druggist" of our day. He w~ .the
LEsculapius of the place.
He. was su~geon,. phymcJAD,
chemist, and druggist, absorbed mto one 1mposmg personality. At that time in country places, the .clergyman, the
'
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village schoolmaster, and the apothecary formed the local
triumvirate of learning. They embodied to the rural mind
the theology, morality, literature, and science of the age. And
how much warm and genial light does this short, yet eloquent,
epitaph shed upon the past life of Mr. Samuel Walker l
"Useful "-unquestionably, ready to extract a tooth or bind
up an injured limb, his head and shop full of simple, yet
probably powerful, remedies for all fleshly ills; to whom
the domestic troubles of many families were retailed, with a
hearty confidence, because it was felt they were securely
locked up in his kind and manly heart, as safe from public
inspection as the many secrets of noble families that Mr.
Tulkinghorn kept buried in his bosom, as we. read in " Bleak
House." But the old apothecary was also "kind"- did
things, I imagine, in a gentle way ; knew not only how to
do his duty-sometimes, doubtless,' a very painful duty-but
how to do it nicely, a secret not in the possession of many
people. While he was attending to the maimed and injured
body, he would pour the balm of sympathy into the wounded
spirit. He could have said, in the words of Shakespeare :
"I must be cruel, only to be kind."
And to these other virtues the departed friend of the
village added that "charity" which is "the very bond of
peace and of all virtues." Not, we may be sure, simply that
he was "charitable" inasmuch as he was liberal; but from
what goes before we may be certain the grace of charity was
manifested in him in all the fullest, broadest, most catholic
sense of the good old English word. Yet that he ,was liberal
we may rest assured, and the needy sufferer and the weary
wayfarer left his door ofttimes happier both in body and mind
than when they came to it.
Now, as I see that the good old man had lost his worthy
wife Bridget some fourteen years before (in 1712), I suspect
many to whom he had shown kindly sympathy loved to
return it, and his closing days were doubtless comfortable
and peaceful ones, cheered by the sincere respect and genuine
affection of his humble neighbours and friends.
It is almost with a sigh that we remember that the apothe-cary of the last century is absolutely extinct as a representative of the medical profession-that he is now just as much
.an object of antiquarian interest as the " dodo." The
Medical Acts of 1858 and 187 4 for ever consigned to oblivion
the old-time apothecary, and called into being, under wise
il."estrictions, the new and more cultured exponents of the
.healing art.
But kindliness and goodness were not confined to the race
'Of apothecaries. The gentry of the place evidently delighted
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in making a worthy use of their responsibilities and opportunities. For, allowing a large discount on the catalogue of
virtues credited to them, as we must do, considering the
fulsome adulation which is engraven on many tablets and
tombs of that period, yet a solid substratum of truth must
remain.
On August 24, 1713, was buried "Deborah, ye wife of
Thomas Scot, Gent., who for her extraordinary Piety and
most extensive charity was universally lamented." From this
we gather she was an excellent example of that noble type of
generous, godly, strict, yet kind old country ladies which
were the glory and blessin~ of many rural districts, from the
time of the Commonwealth down to the last century-somewhat Puritanical, rigidly orthodox, inflexibly just. And the
partner of her life seems to have been as excellent a pattern
of" My Lord" as she was of "My Lady," for when he is laid
to rest under the trees of the old churchyard it is recorded of
him in writing that seems to indicate real emotion : "May 13,
1729. Thomas Scot, Gentleman, an honest, just, good,
charitable man, a great Benefactor both to ye church and
Poor, to ye great loss and inexpressible lamentation, particularly of ye minister of ye parish and all ye Inhabitants, was
buried." Those who look over the pages of the old " Town
Book " can truly say "Amen" to this ; for many, many years
had Mr. Scott served the parish as churchwarden, and from
his wise and judicious handling of parish matters endless
benefits had resulted to the parish.
There rises before our minds the portrait of the real old
country squire, magistrate and landowner, to whom his fellowmen looked up with respect and affection, and who looked
down on his fellow-men with genuine regard. As we gaze on
the broad tombstone on the church-floor by the font, and
think of the words in the old register, we comfort ourselves
anew with the reflection that " the righteous shall be in everlasting remembrance."
·
But as we continue our researches amongst the aged pages,
we become conscious, not only that the life-work of some of
these old country folk was of more than passing inter~st, b_ut
that we are brought into contact with a pliase of Engh~h life
when coroners and Poor Law Guardians were (accordmg to
our ideas) unknown. Very often does the sad announcement
meet our eye, after the name of the _deceased, "a s~ranger."
How much is comprised in th~t SI~ple exp!esswn! .A
wanderer on life's highway, wearied with the toils ~nd miSfortunes of humanity, had at last found a restmg-pl~ce
amongst strangers ; yet, by that very fact,. perhaps,. clilling
.forth some of the noblest and tenderest trrots of tne ·human
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heart, winning for someone an" Inasmuch"; affording, maybe,
some poor heart the blessed opportunity of " entertaining
angels unawares"; carrying to· the village community the
possibility of claiming the Divine blessing, "I was a stranger,
.and ye took Me in."
Yet, besides the sentimental, we have instances of the tragic
and the terrible- short but) pithy notices of events which
must have stirred by their awful suddenness and sadness the
parish to its depth. On January 4, 1696, was buried" Peter
Strangway, who lost his life by falling into a copper of boiling
water at the Swan." We can only speculate in our own minds
·On the " whys" and "wherefores" of the tragedy; yet what
a field for speculation !-his age, condition, occupation, all
are matters for conjecture. Next, we read
"Feb. 19, 1697.-Francis Butcher, who dyed mad after two
months being bit by a mad dog, was buried.''
"June, 1708.-Mary Halsy, who having lost her sight in
Jamaica, was sent from thence to this parish to be main.tained, as she was between 20 and 30 years, was buryed.''
(N.B.-What an enormous way to send a pauper home,
and how careful they were that each parish should maintain
its own poor !)
"July 25, 1711.-Edmund Barker, a stranger who was
killed by a cart, was buryed."
.And in 1720 we have the touching entry of a young mother
buried in the same coffin with her little one.
These events would be. the ''nine-day wonders" of the
place, and would naturally at that time be recorded in the
parish annals.
Among the last but not least interesting features of these
Dld registers is the witness they give to the strange old
customs of burying the dead.
It is not generally known that in 1666 was passed a curious
sumptuary law, by which all corpses were ordered to be
buried in woollen. This Act of Parliament was re-enacted in
1667, and every clergyman was ordered to get a certificate
that the law had been complied with, and anyone evading the
law was to pay a penalty of "Five Pounds," of which sum ha]f
was to go to the informer and half to the poor. The law
was, however, very negligently enforced, and although it fell
more and more into desuetude, it was not finally repealed till
1814. The only bodies which were freed from this extra·ordinary statute were of those who died of the plague.
Pope has immortalized this remarkable legislative interference with the liberty of the subject in his lines on the death
of Mrs. Oldfield, the distinguished actress-an awful example
Df how the spiritual nature seems to shrink and shrivel under
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Odious ! in woollen I 'Twould a saint provoke
(Were the last words that poor Narcessa spoke).
No, let a charming chintz and Brussels lace
Wrap my cold limbs and shade my lifeless face ;
One would not, sure, be frightful when one's dead,
And, Betty, give the cheek a little red.

Now, my registers fully bear out all that is said elsewhere
regarding this curious custom. In fact, the second register
goes back and records over again the burials from 1678 to 1680
in order to add the words "buried in woollen" and "certificate
received." It is ev-ident the custom only slowly gained grounct
or was enforced; for it is not till 1678 (twelve years after tbe
Act was passed) that we find it first noticed : "Register of the
Buryalls of W atton, made the first of August, 1678, after
Burying in Woollen.'' Then follows : " Eliz. Bowgen, buryed
I•t August, and certificate reed for her buryal in woollen."
The expression" in woollen" is not always, or even generally,
.added after this, though it is occasionally; but the " certificate
;reed" is never omitted till1686, when it is discontinued.
The success of the woollen manufacturer was the avowed
object of this Act of Parliament; but there were probably
other reasons as well, just as in the "Homilies" the only
express reason given for the practice of fasting was the
prosperity of the seafaring population, yet there were unquestionably some secondary ideas in connection with it.
As is usually the case, there were some people who
deliberately ignored or defied the Parliamentary commands,
and therefore they had to pay the parish for the gratification
of their personal whims. Under date August 26, 1726, I find
"Hannah Jarvis, who dyed of the small-pox at Griston, was
buryed in this church [horrible idea !] she was buryed in
linnen, £5 [or 50s., it .is very illegible] was payd to ye parish."
And, by the way, just below this entry my eye catches sight
of a most ominously suggestive remark, "Mrs Ann Fleming,
Patroness of the Living," is buried, and the marvellous
comment is added," when single, a very good ladY.." It may
mean that the living was hers when single; but 1t ~ay a~so
mean that matrimony in her case had not exerCise~ 1ts
mellowing and hallowing functions, that, in fact, " smgle
blessedness " was the greatest blessedness to her !
But we must close and fold up the old books (for they do
fold up !) and repiace them m their usual dark abode,
wonderina how many alad faces and sad faces ba.ve looked
over the~ ; how ofte; old vicars and. parish ~larks ~a~e
.chatted together, and concocted the vanous stra.nge notices;
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and yet, again, we can but conjecture, with a certain reverent
awe, what will be the verdict of the last Great Day on those
departed brothers and sisters of ours.
Will the Divine
judgments coincide with the human? How many of those
inscribed in these earthly registers are written down in " the
Lamb's Book of Life"?
W. B. RussELL-CALEY.
~

ART. IV.-THE REFORMATION ILLUSTRATED BY
THE PRAYER-BOOK.
HE student of the Reformation period of the Church of
T
England will find himself grievously misled if he forms.
the conclusion that each step in that momentous change
which came over the spirit of Church and State in this land
was the result of a peaceful, deliberate policy, carried out
after calm consideration. Had these been the conditions.
under which the Church freed herself from the errors of
Rome, the ritual and doctrinal controversies of the present
century would probably never have arisen.
Our Reformers, such, e.g., as Archbishops Warham, Cranmer,
and Parker, and Bishops Latimer, Ridley, etc., were men who
retained a devoted attachment to the catholicity of the
Church, and merely desired the repudiation of the Bishop
of Rome's jurisdiction, and the return to primitive faith
and practice. They were as strongly opposed to the revolutionary and destructive tendencies of the foreign Protestants
as they were to the maintenance of the subservience to Rome.
The idea of breaking away from the Apostolic continuity of
the Anglican Church never entered their minds. At the
same time, they needed all the support they could obtain in,
resisting the onslaught of the Papal See.
The result was that a compromise had to be arrived at, and,
like most compromises, it pleased neither side. From the
Anglican point of view, the independence and freedom which
she secured were a sufficient compensation for the ritual and
practices that, unfortunately, fell into temporary abeyance.
The gain was in matters of principle and doctrine ; the loss.
included a vast variety of questions, but none of them were
vital to her position as a branch of the Catholic Church, being
of the nature of details. She secured the universal opportunity of the study of Holy Scripture for all her members,
and the privilege of common and public worship in the
vernacular ; she retained the threefold order of the Apostolic·
ministry, and the primitive administration of the two great
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Sacraments ; she retained in their original simplicity the
creeds of the Universal Church; she lost-though, happily,
she has regained much during recent years-a considerable
number of ancient practices and ceremonies in the conduct
of Divine worship, as well as certain doctrines which,
while inferior in Importance to the fundamental truths of
Christianity, she would gladly have retained.
We may illustrate the character of the compromises which
our Reformers were compelled to make by a retrospect of the
vicissitudes of the Anglican Prayer-Book during the sixteenth
century.
Its origin was as follows : When St. Augustine landed
in Kent, he found various service-books in use m the Gallican
and British Churches, which were probably based on the
model of the Eastern liturgies, and differed considerably from
the authorized Roman " use " in his time. In his desire for
uniformity, he appealed to Gregory as to the advisability of
enforcing the Roman ritual. The answer came that he should
not, in preparing a liturgy for the Anglican Church, tie himself
down to any others, but should select out of every Church
what is pious, religious, and right ; for " things are not to be
valued on account of places, but places for the good things
they contain." 1 The variety of service thus caused was still
further increased by the fact that Christianity was widely
spread throughout the north and centre of England by nativeCeltic missionaries. Hence we find the existence of various
" uses " throughout the country when England had become
wholly Christianized. The most important of these was the
Sarum use, drawn up by Osmund, BishoJ? of Salisbury, in
1085 A.D., which really formed the bas1s of our present
Prayer-Book.
The service-books, which were written in Latin, were several
in number, and consequently were somewhat voluminous and
inconvenient for the ordinary purposes of worship.
(a) There was the Breviary, called in England the Portiforium,2 which contained the " offices " for the Canonical
Hol1rs,3 consisting of J?rayers, psalms, hymns, canticles, with
lessons taken from Scripture or the writings of the Fathers.
(b) The Missal, or "Order of the Celebration of the Holy
Eucharist," with its own calendar, rubrics, and elaborate
ritual directions, together with the Oolle_cts,_ Epistles, and
Gospels for the various seasons of the ecclesiastiCal year.
I

Bede, "Eccl. Hist."

~ Also called Portfory, Portean, Portuisse, or Portas.

3 Mattins or Lauds at daybreak; Prime at 6 a.m. ; Terce at 9 a. m.;:
Sext at no~n; Nones' at 3 p.m.; Vespers at sunset; and Oompline at
bed-time.
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(c) The Manual, comprising the Baptismal and other occasional services, which might be performed by a priest.
(d) The Pontifical, which includes such "offices" as could
only be used by a Bishop-viz., the Ordination Services,
Confirmation, Consecration of a Church or Burial-ground, etc.
Besides these, there were issued from time to time what
were called Prymers, which were vernacular books of private
devotion for the people, including . the Creed, the Lord's
Prayer, and the Ten Commandments, with the addition of
the Seven Penitential Psalms, the Litany, and other matter.
As early as the year 1516 A.D., a revised edition of the
Sarum Breviary was issued ; and in 1533 A.D. a somewhat
similar revision was published of the Missal of the Use of
Sarum, thus demonstrating the fact that there was an evergrowing tendency towards the demand for a service in which
the people could join, and which they could understand and
appreciate. For a long time prior to the sixteenth century
there had been a strong feeling of dissatisfaction with the part
allotted to the laity in public worship, and a determination to
claim for them a share in a distinct and intelligent service,
wherein the Latin tongue, the use of which was fast dying out,
should be superseded by the English language.
The Reformation in England, so far as it was purely a
religious movement, had two great objects in view. These
were the publication of an English Bible and the issue of
an English Prayer-Book. The former was commenced in
1525 A.D./ when the first edition of Tyndale's New Testament
appeared. Ten years later Miles Coverdale produced his
translation of the Bible into English. In 1537 A.D. Matthew's
Bible was published, which was practically a reprint from
Tyndale's and Coverdale's versions. This was followed, two
years afterwards, by the" Great Bible," prepared by Cranmer
and his fellow-commissioners, which was the first version
issued by authority. A copy was ordered to be set up in
every parish church, the proclamation to this effect being
dated May 6, 1541 A.D.
The way was thus cleared for a similar treatment of the
service-books. In 1542 A.D. Convocation appointed a committee to make a thorough revision of the Sarum Breviary,
Missal, etc., and translate them into English, omitting all
reference to the Bishop of Rome, and abolishing the memorials
of mediawal saints. The work entrusted to this body of
revisers was laborious, and the results did not appear until
seven years later. We are, however, indebted to Cranmer for
the interim publication of the first English Lit~ny, which
1

See "The Bible in the Church," pp. 281, et seq.
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appeared in 1544 .A..D., and, with the exception of three clauses
invoking the prayers of the Blessed Virgin, of the angels,
patri~rchs,. prophets, and of the .Apostles, is practically
Identical w1th that which we now use.
The first Prayer-Book of Edward VI., issued in 1549 .A..D.,
was the fruit of the labours of this committee, of which
Archbishop Oranmer was the president, and the leading spirit
throughout the deliberations. It was the first complete version
in English of the service-books of the .Anglican Church, and
gives clear evidence of the Catholic sptrit by which the
Primate was prompted. .As we have seen, he repudiated the
supremacy of the Bishop of Rome, but he had' no desire to
yield to the influence of those who were swayed by the foreign
Protestants, by sweeping away those beliefs and practices
which had been the heritage of .Anglicanism from primitive
times.
The desire of Cranmer and his coadjutors, as stated in the
Preface,! was :
(a) That the whole realm should now have but one" use" in
Divine Service. .
(b) That the rubrical directions should be simplified.
(c) That the Psalms should be repeated in their order, a
certain number being said daily.
(d) That the Holy Scriptures should be publicly read in a
·continuous course.
(e) That legends, with a multitude of responds, anthems,
and invitatories, should be omitted.
(j) That all should be in the English tongue.
The .Act of Uniformity, enjoining the use of the PrayerBook, was passed in 1549 .A..D., and the volume immediately
came into general use.
It is interesting to notice that, in the Communion Office,
the Exhortation, the Confession, and the Comfortable Words,
were borrowed from the Consultatio of Hermann, Archbishop
of Cologne, which in its turn had been adapted by Bucer and
Melancthon from the Nuremberg Office ; but that, with this
exception, the Prayer-Book now compiled for the use of the
English Church owed nothing to the foreign Reformers, but
was almost entirely based on the ancient service-books, which
had closely followed the primitive liturgies. Such a book
appearing by authority in those critical times may a~most,.
without exaggeration, be said to have been the salvatwn of
the Church of England.
The Prayer-Book gave great offence to. ~he more vi~l~nt
Reformers, who wished for the entire abohtwn of Oathohe1ty
1

See Book of Common Prayer.
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the Churc~, and its appearance was made the pretext fordisturbances m various parts of the country, the cause of
which was, for the most part, purely political.
It very soon became evident that the Puritan faction,
supported by the sympathy of the Protector and his Council,
would do their utmost to prevent the Reformation from going
forward on the lines laid down by Cranmer. The leader of
the movement against the revised English Liturgy was John
Hooper, who was in many respects the most remarkable figure
of that generation. He was the stern, uncompromising,
unsparing enthusiast. The altars were to him "altars of
Baal." He had resided for seven or eight years abroad in the
closest intimacy with Calvin and the Swiss Reformers, and
nothing short of their views would satisfy him. He was
appointed to preach a course of Lenten sermons before the
young King in 1550 A.D., which he utilized for implanting in
his hearer a stronger leaning than before towards Puritanism,
and was shortly afterwards made Bishop of Gloucester. For
some months he declined to wear vestments at his consecration, or to take the oath of supremacy. Two months""
incarceration in the Fleet, however, convinced him of his
error, and he was consecrated on March 8, 1551 A.D. His
entrance into Convocation was coincident with the first formal
complaints against the Liturgy and service-books. Some
months later a committee was appointed to review the book,
especially in regard to the Communion Office. In this it had
followed somewhat closely the service of the Mass, and had
utterly refused to lend itself to the Zwinglian notion of a
commemorative feast. The attacks of the extreme reforming
party, with the sympathy and support of the young King,
were now directed a<1ainst the whole service, but specially
against its sacrificial character, and against the recognition of
the Divine Presence.
The second Prayer-Book of Edward VI. was produced in
1552 A.D., as a concession to the extreme party. The most
important alterations are found in the Commumon Office, the
entire character of which was changed. The words in the
title, " commonly called the Mass," were struck out; the
ancient vestments and the introits were abolished; the prayer
for the dead, the manual acts, the mixed chalice, the Agnus.
Dei, and other ritual observances, were discontinued. Above
all, the words used at the reception of the sacred elements
(the first half of those at present in use) were replaced by a
new form taken from the Polish reformed liturgy of John a
Lasco (the second part of the words of reception). This
Prayer-Book had only been issued a few months, and had
hardly begun to be circulated before the death of the young
King in July, 1553 A.D.
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The triumph of the thorou~h-going Reformers was complete.
'The moderate party had yielded to them for the sake of
peace, and a new character was given for the moment to the
worship of the Church of England. Like most concessions,
however, it gave dire offence to the party to whose wishes the
utmost deference had been paid. The foreign refugees abused
the new Prayer-Book as virulently as they had abused that of
1549 A.D., Calvin speaking of it as " intolerable stufi:"
The accession of Mary to the throne arrested the progress
of the Reformation, although the ultimate effect of the
persecutions during her reign did much to reconcile the
nation to the rupture with Rome.
When Queen Elizabeth succeeded her sister, it was fully
expected, by the more fanatical of the Puritans, that she
would at once throw herself heart and soul into the fray, and
give them the support of her influence. But she had no
intention of compromising her position, or of endangering
her throne by any partisan action. She realized that, if the
State was to be preserved from danger, and the Church
reinstated in its national position, she must proceed with the
utmost caution. Her object was, if possible, to reconcile the
great mass of the people to the principles of the Reformation,
including those who desired to return to the state of things
existing in the reign of Henry VIII. The Queen was a
Catholic at heart, in the sense in which her father and Archbishop Cranmer were Catholics. She desired, while repudiating the Papal supremacy and the medimval dogmas of Rome,
to retain the primitive practices and doctrines of the Anglican
Church. Accordingly, a further revision of the Prayer-Book
was made in 1559 A.D., based, not on the first Prayer-Book of
Edward VI. (which she herself is believed to have wished), but
on that of 1552 A.D. The principal alterations at this revision
were: (1) the royal title of "Head of the Church" was
superseded by that of " Supreme Governor" ; (2) the vestments of 1549 A.D. were provisionally restored; (3) the petition
against the Pope1 was struck out of the Litany; ( 4) the
"Declaration on kneeling" 2 (generally called the Black
Rubric), was removed; (5) the words of administration in
the Holy Communion were changed to their present forD?,
combining the usage of the two previous books. ~hen tJ.lls
Prayer-Book appeared in print, it co~ta~ned a .proviso .whwh
was not in accordance with the descriptiOn of It (as bemg all
but identical with that of 1552 A.D.) given in the Act of
1 " From the Bishop of Rome and all his detestable enormities, goo!f
Lord, deliver us."
.
, •
2 Inserted in the Prayer-Book of 1552 A.D., and mtended to deny any
".real and essential presence of Christ in the Sacrament."
· ·,
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Uniformity1 enjoining its use. This proviso, generally called
the Ornaments Rubric, which was accepted and authorized at
the last revision in 1662 A.D., was probably inserted by Queen
Elizabeth herself, a royal interference with the constitution
of the Church which happily has not been regarded as a.
precedent.
A considerable amount of the ritual litigation of the present
generation has centred round this apparently simple and
unambiguous injunction, the vagueness of the phraseology
having unfortunately allowed of a variety of interpretation by
different schools of thought in the Church.
The Elizabethan Prayer-Book was gradually and almost
universally accepted, and out of 9,400 clergy not more than
189 preferred to resign their benefices rather than use it.
For the first ten years of the new reign men of all shades of
opinion joined in the services in their parish churches "without contradiction or show of misliking." Moreover, there is
evidence that Pope Pius IV. professed himself willing to
ac~ord it his sanction-which proves that the catholicity
of the liturgy had not been destroyed-if only the Papal
supremacy might be recognised and accepted in England.
During the reign of Elizabeth there grew up the great
Puritan party-Puritan in ritual and discipline, Presbyterian
in its views of Church government, and Calvinistic in doctrine.
Step by step, through the exercise of a firm and temperate
policy, which was largely due to the able and statesmanlike
character of the Primate, Archbishop Parker, the Puritan
resistance to the ritual and order established throughout
the land was overcome. The result was the origination of
Dissenting bodies. The first Puritan schism took place in
1573 A.D. In a few years several subdivisions among the
sect occurred, such as the " Precisians " and the " Brownists." 2
The latter were so-called after Robert Brown, who subsequently founded the Independents or Congregationalists.
The Romish schism in England dates from the year
1570 A.D., and took its rise within a few months of the
publication of the Bull of Pope Pius V., excommunicating
Queen Elizabeth, and commanding her subjects to violate
their oaths of allegiance. The existing Roman hierarchy in
England was only established in 1850 A.D.
It will be seen from the above sketch of the variations
in the form and character of our Anglican liturgy, which
were successively made during the twenty years between
1540 A.D. and 1560 A.D., that our Reformers were confronted
I

2

1 Eliz., cap. 2.
See "Dissent in its Relation to the Church of England," Lecture 2.
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with difficulties requiring the exercise of almost superhuman
judgment to overcome. It would be impossible, within the
limits of space allotted to me, to attempt to trace the
influence of the opposing parties in the framing of the
Articles, of Church legislation, etc., or on the progress of
thought at the Universities and elsewhere. Nor must it
be forgotten that both Henry VIII. and Elizabeth, while the
general tendency of their policy gave an impetus to the efforts
of the Reformers, constituted in many respects a grave
hindrance to the accomplishment of the scheme on which
the leaders of the Reformation had set their heart. Of
Queen Elizabeth's religious views we have the following
account by Burnet. " The Queen," he says, "had been bred
up from her infancy with a hatred of the Papacy and a love
for the Reformation; but yet, as her first impressions in her
father's reign were in favour of such old rites as he had still
retained, so in her own nature she loved state and some
magnificence in religion as in everything else. She thought
that in her brother's reign they had stripped it too much of
external ornaments, and made their doctrine too narrow on
some points. She inclined to keep up images in churches,
and to have the manner of Christ's presence in the Sacrament
left in some general words, that those who believed the corporal
presence might not be driven away from the Church by too
nice an explanation of it."
Our Reformers desired, primarily, to set at rest tlie question
of supremacy by repudiating the Papal jurisdiction. They
then wished to purge the Church of medireval superstitions,
which were unscriptural, and unknown in the primitive
Church. They aimed at giving an English Bible to the
nation, and causing the Church services to be rendered in
English. Beyond this they bad no wish to go. But the
virulence of the Romanizing party, who displayed their sentiments during the reign of Queen Mary, when they obtained
the upper hand for a few years, and the fanaticism of those
who had imbibed the principles of the foreign Protestants,
alternately rendered it hopeless for Archbishops Cranmer and
Parker, and those who realized the importance of retaining the
catholicity of the Anglican Church, while correcting abuses
and errors, to act with the statesmanlike deliberation that was
essential.
With the work of the Convocation of 1571 A.D., the
Reformation of the Church of England was practically completed. Although muc~ re.mained to be. do?Je in th~ way of
aiscipline, and of consohdatmg her orgamzation, the hnes had
been laid down. the framework constructed, and the way
prepared for further progress.
MONT.A.GUE FOWLER.
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ART. V.-THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN ITS
RELATION TO NONCONFORMISTS.
ARTICLE I.-INTRODUCTION.

I.
WILL prefix to my paper, and the series which is to
follow it, the report on the subject adopted by the
Lambeth Conference of 1897.
"The question of unity with Christian bodies, other than
the Eastern and Roman Churches, is one which has awakened
among the members of this Conference a deep and most
affectionate interest, and has led them to consider once more
on what basis such unity might be established.
At the Lambeth Conference of 1888 the following Important resolution was passed on the subject:
That in the opinion of this Conference, the following
Articles supply a basis on which approach may be, by God's
blessing, made towards Home Reunion(a) The Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments,
as "containing all things necessary to Salvation," and
as being the rule and ultimate standard of faith.
(b) The Apostles' Creed, as the Baptismal Symbol; and the
Nicene Creed, as the sufficient statement of the Christian
faith.
(c) The two Sacraments ordained by Christ HimselfBaptism and the Supper of the Lord-ministered with
unfailing use of Christ's words of institution, and of the
elements ordained by Him.
(d) The Historic Episcopate, locally adapted in the methods
of its administration to the varying needs of the nations
and peoples called of God into the Unity of His Church.

I

And now to-day we can only re-affirm this position as
expressing all that we can formulate as a basis for conference.
It may be well for us to state why we are unable to concede
more.
We believe that we have been Providentially entrusted with
our part of the Catholic and Apostolic inheritance bequeathed
by our Lord, and that not only for ourselves, but for the millions
who speak our language in every land-possibly for humanity
at large. Nearly a century ago the Anglican Church might
have seemed to many almost entirely insulated, an institution,
in Lord Macaulay's language, "almost as purely local as the
Court of Common Pleas." Yet at that time an eminent
Roman Catholic (Count Joseph de Maistre) declared his con-
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Yiction that the English Church was endowed with a quality
analogous to that possessed by chemical intermedes of combining irreconcilable substances.
This quality of our Church we cannot forget and dare not
annul. We feel we should not be justified in placing "new
barriers between ourselves and the ancient historical
Churches." Nor, in a different direction, do we believe in
mere rhetorical calls to unity. Nor would we surrender in
return for questionable benefits the very elements of the
peculiar strength and attractiveness of our own system-its
·quiet adherence to truth, its abstinence from needless innovation, its backbone of historical continuity. We cannot barter
away any part of our God-given trust, because we feel that
such action would involve an amount of future loss and
forfeiture which we cannot estimate at the moment.
For these and other reasons we cannot concede any part of
our essential principles.

II.
Yet, if ~his, our inevitable attitude, se~ms discouraging to
many lovmg hearts, those who are watchmg for the day of reunion to whiten upon the clouded sky are not without tokens
·of the coming dawn.
Let us glance for a moment at our four principles. We
rejoice to see-1. The general and loving acceptance of the
Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, as containing
.all things necessary to Salvation and as being the rule and
ultimate standard of faith.
2. It is cheering to find that not only the Apostles' Creed,
but also the Nicene Creed, is received by so many holy and
gifted minds among our separated brethren. In the Nicene
Creed-that lasting safeguard against all forms of speculation
which call in question either the perfect manhood or the true
Godhead of our Blessed Lord-they acknowledge the essential
Christianity necessary for eternal life, more particularly the
full truth concerning the person of our Lord Jesus Christ.
3. As to the Two Sacraments ordained by Christ Himself:
many to whom the question has been referred not only assent
to the necessity of the unfailing use of Christ's words of
Institution and of the elements appointed by Him, but, in
accordance with our Prayer-Book, see in the one ordinance the
Sacrament of life, in the other the Sacrament of growth.
4. The historic Episcopate not unnaturally raises grayer
difficulties. Yet in America many of our Presbyterian
brethren appear to have been not unwillinO' to remember that
in England m 1660 their forefathers wouldhave bee~ prepared
'to accept epi.scopacy·with·such recognition ofthe laity as now
VOL. XII.-NEW SERIES, NO. CXII.
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exists in the United States and in the Irish and in many of
the colonial Churches. We naturally turn to the Established
Church of Scotland, which approached us at the beginning of
the present Conference with a greeting so gracious and so
tender. That body has amongst its sons not a few who are
deeply studying the question of the three Orders in their due
and proper relation.

Ill.
As we approach the conclusion of our task, we wish toadvert to two subjects which should stand out. high and clear
above all else: (1) The Divine purpose of unity; (2) the
existence of conditions in the Church and spiritual world.
The first as our authority for working, the second our encouragement to work.
1. We are thankful that the subject of Christian unity is
gaining an increasing hold upon the thoughts, and, we believe,
upon the prayers, of Christian people. The day is past in
which men could speak of the Church of God as if it were an
aggregate of trading establishments, as if our divisions promoted a generous rivalry, and saved us from apathy and
indolence. Men of all schools of thought are realizing the
grievous injury which has been done to Christianity by the
separations which part holy men and women of various
Christian bo-dies from each other.
2. We find an ever-growing hope of reconciliation in the
historical phenomenon of circumstances generating a con. dition in the world of thought.
Such condition-crisP-s sometimes occur. Their history is
this : For a long period two strains of thought, two currents of
opinion, two sets of ideas, exist in a community. Of these,
one at the outset is greatly in excess of the other; but that
other has in it the true principle of growth, and so at last the
two elements stand in equilibrium. Then the balance turns
irresistibly, and the hopeless minority of one century becomes
the triumphant majority of another. At the present time we
are led to believe that this principle may be applied to
" Home Reunion."
Oi1·cumstances, which are but God's preparation, produce
the condition which is God's advance. We look forward in
faith and hope to the sure coming of a time when this condition will arise by the anti-sectarian and conciliating work
of God the Holy Ghost in the life of Christendom.
The circumstances of our Christendom are rapidly producing the condition which is antagonistic to separation.
The circumstances to which we refer are such as these: Larger
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and more liberal views of the interpretation of Scripture ;
movements which en1arge and correct men's knowledge of
Church history ; the overthrow of metaphysical systems
which deprave and discolour the attributes of God; belief in
and love of the living, ascended Christ, giving earnestness
and beauty to Christian worship; thought critical, ethical,
resthetic-these things are bringing about the condition in
which union will be as natural as disunion has been for some
centuries.
In this renewed SJ:>irit of unity we trust that our beloved
Church will have a large share. We speak as brothers tc~
these Christian brothers who are separated from us. We can
assure them that we fail not in love and respect for them.
We acknowledge with a full heart the fruits of the Holy
Ghost produced by their lives and labours. We remembe1·
the fact, so glorious for them, that in evil days they kept up
the standard at once of family virtue, and of the life h1dden
with Christ in God. We can never forget that lessons of
holiness and love have been written upon undying pages by
. members of their communions, and that the lips of many of
their teachers have been touched with heavenly fire. We
desire to know them better-to join with them in works of
charity. We are more than willing to help to prevent needless
collisions, or unwise duplication of labour. We know that many
among them are praying, like many of ourselves, that the time
may be near for the fulfilment of our Master's prayer that
"they all may be one." Surely in the unseen world there is
a pulsation of joy among the redeemed; some mysterious
word has gone forth among them that Christ's army still on
earth, long broken into fragments by bitter dissensions, is
stirred by a Divine impulse to regain the loving brotherhood
of the Church's youth. May we labour on in the deathless
hope that, while in the past unity without truth has been
destructive, and truth without umty feeble, now in our day
truth and unity combined may be strong enough to subdue
the world to Christ ; and the muse of the Church's history
may no longer be hate, but love I May He grant us (in
Bishop J eremy Taylor's words) "uniting principles, reconciled
hearts, and an external communion in His own good season"!
Time ripens, thought softens, love has a tender subtlety of
interpretation. Controversy in the past has been too much
the grave of Charity. We have much to confess and not a
little to learn.

IV.
When we come to consider the practical steps which are tO
be taken towards reunion, we feel bound to express our co~15-2
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viction as to the magnitude and difficulty of the work which
lies before us ; a work which can only be accomplished by
earnest, and, so far as possible, united, prayer to our Heavenly
Father for the help of the Holy Spirit that we may be
delivered from all hatred and prejudice, from everything that
can hinder us from seeing His holy will, or prevent us from
accomplishing His divine purpose.
The Lambeth Conference of 1888 adopted the following
resolution :
"That this Conference earnestly request the constituted
authorities of the various branches of our Communion,
acting, so far as may be, in concert with one another, to
make it known that they hold themselves in readiness to
enter into brotherly conference (such as that which has
already been proposed by the Church in the United
States of America) with the representatives of other
Christian Communions in the English-speaking races,
in order to consider what steps can be taken, either
towards corporate reunion, or towards such relations
as may prepare the way for fuller organic unity hereafter."
We consider. however, that the time has now arrived in
wbi"ch the constituted authorities of the various branches of
our Communion should not merely make it known that they
hold themselves in readiness to enter into brotherly conference
with representatives of other Christian communities in the
English-speaking races, but should themselves originate such
. conferences and especially arrange for representative meetings
for united humiliation and intercession.
It was hoped at the time of the Reformation that the
National Church would satisfy the consciences of all the
inhabitants of the country, and would unite every English
subject in the common Christian faith and organization.
This, however, after the great upheaval of the Reformation,
was impossible. The Reformation, although the Reformers
did not realize it themselves at first, meant the full recognition
()f the principle of liberty of conscience and liberty of worship.
.And there were two facts that were the sure presage of future
divergence. One was that the Reformation had not affected
the Roman Catholic Church in Italy, France, Spain, Portugal,
and other countries. The other was, that this great movement
had taken a different form from that which it took in England
in almost all the other countries where it was welcomed. In
Switzerland, Germany, France, Holland, Denmark, Sweden,
Norway, and Scotland, hardly a single Bishop had joined in
the general desire for renovation. In these countries. the
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Reformers had unfortunately to break away from the old
system of things altogether. In each of these countries they
wished to set up the Episcopal form of government, but they
could get no Bishops. Switzerland, Holland, and Scotland
modelled their churches after the type set up by Calvin. The
Huguenots in France followed the same example. Germany,
Denmark, Sweden, and Norway received their new ecclesi~
astical organization under the influence of Luther. It is
thought that Sweden has a true historical succession of
episcopal authority ; but that point is not yet quite determined.
England alone, guided by the strong arm of Henry VIII.,
Edward VI.'s council, and Elizabeth, maintained her old insti~
tutions, received episcopal authority from one generation to
another, and cleansed herself from the superstitions and
corruptions of Rome by a wholesome renovation instead of
a complete revolution.
Now, from these two facts, the existence of the Roman
Church in neighbouring countries in increased and con~
solidated power after the Council of Trent, and the different
course of the Reformation in Europe and in Scotland, it ·was
absolutely certain that the Roman type and the Calvinistic
type would reappear in England.
WILLIAM SINCLAIR.
(To be continued.)

THE OLD CATHOLIC MOVEMENT.
ROM time to time the readers of the CHURCHMAN have
been informed of the progress of the Old Catholic
F
ment-that endeavour on the part of certain Continental
move~

Catholics to recur to the principles of primitive doctrine and
order on which our glorious Reformation in England was
based. The Old Catholics do not precisely correspond to any
of our religious parties at home, which is no doubt the reason
why so little is known or heard of them. But as a revolt
against Rome, the influence of which, at first infinitesimal,
is steadily increasing, the movement is worthy of the careful
attention of English Churchmen, to whatever school of
thought they may belong.
Since November 21, 1897, the Old Catholics have had. a
sixth bishop. Up to that date th~re were but five:. three. m
Holland, presiding over a body whwh. broke off relatiOns Wl~
Rome some two centuries ago, one m Ge~any and one m
Switzerland. There are, moreover, two b1shops~lect, one
waiting. for consecration till sufficient funds can be collected
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for their maintenance, one in Austria and one in Italy. The
sixth bishop just mentioned will superintend the "Independent Church of the Poles" in the United States of America.
The origin of this body is as follows. People in America
generally become a little independent. And, as everybody
knows, the Poles are by no means the most patient of races.
There are about 200,000 of them in the United States. When
they found that their places of worship, which they had built
with their own money, were vested absolutely in the hands of
a bishop, who was sometimes an Irishman, and that they were
allowed no voice in the selection of their clergy, the bishop
claiming to appoint whomsoever he pleased, some of them
became restive, and after many ineffectual protests and temporary rebellions, they resolved to form an independent
church, and finally elected Herr Anton Kozlowski their
bishop. Herr Kozlowski is a man of character and experience. He was at one time rector of the seminary at Tarentum, in Italy, but finally passed over to the United States,
where he served several churches with credit. Negotiations
were set on foot with the European Old Catholic bishops,
and after some discussion they agreed to consecrate Rerr
Kozlowski. He was consecrated in the Old Catholic cathedral
at Berne by Bishop Herzog, assisted by Archbishop Gul, of
Utrecht, and Bishop Weber, of the German Old Catholic
Church. Thus the Old Catholic movement, instead of having
died out, as its enemies have persistently asserted, has now
extended to the North American . Continent. It should be
added that Herr Kozlowski's flock have been quite willing to
make sacrifices for their cause. When their pastor was excommunicated and turned out of his church, his flock at
once set to work, built a church, parsonage, and schools,
raised a fund for their rector and for two Polish priests who
were willing to assist him, as well as teachers for their school.
There are seven congregations, and the number of adherents
is estimated to be about 30,000.
The work of Count Campello, the bishop-elect of the Old
Catholics of Italy, is at present exposed to serious dangers,
unless English Churchpeople speedily come to his help.
Archbishop Plunket, the president of the association formed
in the British Isles for the furtherance of Count Campello's
work, is no more, and the association is still without a head.
From a variety of causes, the funds of the association are now
at a very low ebb, and unless a strong effort is made, the
whole work is in danger of a collapse. The movement in
Italy is chiefly among the artisans, and it makes way only
very gradually among a people accustomed for about twelve
centuries at least to ecclesiastical slavery. Yet it continues
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to progress in a very remarkable manner, but the workers
will be reduced to something very like starvation if English
he~p is wi~hd~awn. ~ill our wealt_hy English Churchmen
qmetly mamtam an att1tude of non-mtervention, and allow a
bold and effective protest against the errors and corruptions
of Rome to be crushed out 1
Old Catholicism in Italy has obtained another adherent.
Professor Miraglia, of Piacenza, who has been for years the
victim of incessant intrigues and persecutions from men who
were jealous of his abilities and hated his independence, at
last determined on resistance, and refused to obeJ. a sentence
of excommunication pronounced against him. With the help
of some Italians returned from the United States, where they
had fallen under the influence of our Church, he has opened a
church of his own at Piacenza, where he had previously been
working under the Roman bishop. As invariably happens in
the case of any priest who leaves the Church of Rome, the
grossest insinuations have been made against his character;
but his opponents dared not meet his challenge to appear
against him in the law courts. When libelling failed, assassination was attempted. That also failed. The next resource
was intrigues with the State. The first visit the Archbishop
of Milan ever paid to the King was followed by a Government
order to close Miraglia's church to the public. Admission to
his services is now only permissible by ticket to members of
his congregation, which numbers over 1,000. The Italian
Government promised " not to forget " him-a rather indefinite promise-if he would leave Piacenza. His reply, "I will
never leave Piacenza," was a remarkable one, if he be the
immoral man his enemies strive to represent him. And
he has kept his word. He maintains his services and also
publishes a weekly newspaper called Gerolamo Savonarola,
without any external help whatsoever. At the invitation of
that sturdy Swiss Old Catholic layman, Dr. Weibel, Miraglia
went to the Old Catholic Congress at Vienna last September,
and made a great sensation there by his eloquent and learned
Latin speech. In November he and his congregation definitely decided to join the Old Catholic body, but at present
there are no formal relations between him and Count Campello. As an instance of Roman Catholic methods of controversy, it is amusing to find that his opponents in Piacenza
declared that Miraglia had never been to Vienna, and that
there was no such person as Dr. Weibel! It may be sufficient
to say that Dr. W eibel has been well and intimately known to
the writer of these lines for more than fifteen years, and tha,t
until very recently he was a member of the Sw~ss ~ede~al
Parliament. Dr. Weibel has the fullest confidence m Muagha,
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and Englishmen will surely sympathize with the brave resistance to insult and persecution made by this able and, as there,
is the fullest reason to believe, basely calumniated man.

---s+e-*THE LIKENESS GOD MADE OF HIMSELF.

rrHE romance of life is to have a grand, entrancing :personality; one of the rarest, most valuable qualities Is a
large, sober, reflective judgment, just, always true. Such a
friend is invaluable, whose opinion when we are in difficulty
can always be adopted, his advice never doubted, but ever
followed. He is a miniature picture of the Holy, the Good,
the Wise.
Live UE to the highest and best that is in you, then your
gain will be great; yield to the lower, and your loss will be
terrible. It is not much good wishing apart from the doing.
Bad as Balaam was, he wished, " Let me die the death of the
righteous, and let my last end be like his." Alas! he made
gain his god, and lost everything.
The inmost spirit, penetrating, inspiring, pervading all our
thought, motive, action, should be holiness. In the history of
a man holiness is the revelation of the Almighty in him, and
God's handwriting on him. There was one perfectly like God,.
and His Spirit is with us now. For nineteen centuriesHe has.
been before the world as best and greatest of mankind ; no
one has found Him in error; He is the God-man, Christ Jesus;
Of Him in especial we may say : "God created Him in His
own image; in the image of God created He Him." And yet
this God-roan, the Lord. Jesus, was that Holy Word, the
Creator, the Emmanuel. He was made one of us by taking
our nature, we are made one with Him by faith; then God
remakes us in His own likeness. He was made sin, who knew
no sin, that we, the sinful, might be made the righteousness
of God in Him.
Faith, sympathy, imagination, are Divine gifts. They deal
with facts-the facts of creation, redemption from sin, eternal
life. They are that stirring, sweet, spiritual music which
awakens our emotions, making even dead souls to listen to
conscience-" the voice of Jesus whispering in our hearts."
This voice has a Divine, a spirit power; sets free from sin,
and makes us holy, thus giving a wonderful renewal and most
loving confirmation of the ancient fact that God made roan in
His own image and likeness. God now is not far from any of
us. He is not· merely a work of imagination, a picture
painted by pious genius: He is the great, saving, energetic
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Reality, working in us both to will and to do-to will and to
do perfectly. Do every work in the best way you can, and
God's way, too. He does the best, and makes you like Him.
.

PREBENDARY REYNOLDS.
---~-

1b)]mn tor tbe 1Rew Jj]eart 1898.
OF GOD, whose life divine
0 SON
Thro' endless ages onward rolls,

Around whose living memory twine
The thoughts that burn, and stir our souls
With aspirations high and sweet0 Lord, we kneel before Thy feet.
Before Thy feet, 0 Christ, we kneel,
And lay our humble offerings down,
Such tribute as we know and feel
Thou deemest nobler than a crownThe offering of a loyal heart,
The choosing of " that better part."
Lo, past are nineteen hundred years,
With all their follies, noise, and sin;
Thy Truth, eternal as the spheres,
Is still our secret light WithinA light to shine, a light to bless,
The witness of Thy faithfulness.
E. H. BLAKENEY.

)ttbidu.
-~G IFFORD LECTURES.
Elements of the Science of Religion. Part I. : Morphological (Gifford
Lectures for 1896). By C. P. TIELE, Professor of the History and
Philosophy of Religion in the University of Leyden. In 2 vol~.
Vol. I. W. Blackwood. 1897. Price 7s. 6d.
The Providential Order of the World. By A. B. BRUCE, D.D. (Gifford
Lectures for 1897). Hodder and Stoughton. 1897. Price 7s. 6d.
HESE two volumes, though they widely differ both in method and
merit, may conveniently be bracketed together, as they afford a good
example of the now notable lectures yearly delivered under the l~te Lord
Gifford's will. The series began with Dr. J. H. Stirling's "Philosophy
and Theology," some ten years ago; and perhaps those first lectures are,.
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taken all in all, the most valuable yet published. They exemplify, in a
•marvellous degree, the profound thought, the robust common-sense, the
masculine style, and the astonishing metaphysical grip of the author of
the "Secret of Hegel "-a book, I rejoice to note, made once again attainable by such readers as are seriously interested in philosophy, through
the revised second edition which has just appeared.
Next came the present Master of Baliol, and his lectures, on the
"Evolution of Religion," are a subtle and finely discriminating piece of
work, couched in a style as exquisite as it is rare. Max MUller's f~mr
volumes on "Natural, Psychological, Physical, and AnthropologiCal
Religion," delivered on the same foundation, re-stated, with all the
Professor's charm and skill, his own peculiar views as to the origins of
the world-religious ; and, later still, Pfleiderer discussed the philosophy
and development of religion in two clever .but unsatisfying volumes.
And we yet await Principal Oaird's lectures, which will assuredly be
mar~ed by all the informing grace of utterance, depth of insight, a~d
spiritual hold upon eternal verities which we are accustomed to find m
the published writings of the author of "An Introduction to the
Philosophy of. Religion."
Professor A. B. Bruce's work, though the second on our list, may
conveniently be considered first. It is a clever, but somewhat shallow,
presentment of popular philosophy as viewed in the light of the doctrine
of Evolution ; but there is a lack of depth of thought through the entire
work which is in no wise counterbalanced by the breadth of treatment
which the subject receives. In Professor Brnce's opinion, the point that
needs· emphasizing to-day is not that man is like God, but that God is
like man (p. 74)-a very remarkable statement, which agnostic readers of
the book will doubtless appreciate, and which may (not inaptly) be compared with Mr. William Watson's new poems(" The Hope of the World,"
pp. l-22) on the particular question of man's conception of deity. This
seems to me like a veritable return of the "aufkliirung"; and, indeed,
the Professor's lectures breathe a sublimated spirit of the new "enlightenment" which I venture to believe is neither very true nor very new. Of
<Jourse, Dr. Bruce is right in his main contention that God is imminent in
all creation-right, that is, fundamentally ; but his argument is confused.
And why all this vague fear of admitting the obvious fact (for so we
hold it to be) that God does interfere with the course of phenomenal
law? Interference there must have been somewhere in the chain of
natural sequences, otherwise you must postulate an eternity for matter,
which leads into no end of difficulties. And all this talk about Evolution
--what meaning is conveyed by the word (the "sounding watchword,"
as Tennyson calls it), unless we perceive that it implies, as its necessary
corollary, an actual involution ? What "rolling-out" can there be, unless
there be also some positive "rolling-in"?
The fact is (to cut matters short), we are afraid Dr. Bruce's book is
not likely to be any real or lasting help to serious thinkers : it is too
vague, too surface-touching, too easy. Nor ought we to be much surprised. Dr. Bruce is a very prolific writer, and writes too often to think
really profoundly. At the same time, his book may prove useful to that
average reader, who finds fit intellectual stimulus in such brochures as
"The Natural Law in the Spiritual World," and works of a kindred
-order.
Very different in scope and capacity is Professor Tiele's contribution to
~he natural history of religion. With the writer's main purpose-which
Is to attach a purely phenomenal importance to the original and development of religions, and so eliminate every trace of the supernatural (we
·use this much-abused word with a due sense of its inner signification) by
the simple process of ignoring the possibility of any positive revelation of
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God otherwise than by that self-manifestation of God in and through the
conscious reason-we are wholly out of sympathy_ But the brilliance of
the book, its admirable temper, the valuable side-lights it reflects upon
certain stages i~ the secular developm~nt of the world-religions, and its
abundant learnmg, are everywhere mamfest. ·Professor Tiele is a ma~ter
of his subject ; he has a first-hand as well as intimate acquaintance with
the documentary evidence upon which he bases his hypotheses and he
does not try to wriggle out of difficulties. which beset his (i.e. the
naturalistic) theory. Hence one welcomes his book, while one tak~s the
liberty to doubt and question all along the line.
One remark may, perhaps, be usefully hazarded here. Christianity
differs not in form, but in principle, from all ethnic faiths ; for in it
alone are the presence of sin in the cosmos fully insisted on, a systematic
and consistent explanation of this strange and dreadful fact duly contrived, and the remedy pointed out. If this were better realized by
certain evolutionary critics, onr histories of religion would be more
satisfactory than they are at present, and juster notions prevail as to the
exact position of the Christian faith in particular.
E. H. BLAKENEY.
---~-0---

~hod ~otitt$.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Battledown Boys. By E. EVERETT GREEN. Price 2s. 6d. Pp. 239.
Sunday-School Union.
A capital story of farmhouse life; full of exciting incidents, and
troubles that all come right in the end.
J1Im·tin Luther (Splendid !Lives Series). By E. VELVIN. Price 1s.
Pp. 144. . Sunday-Scehool Uniqn.
A vivid and trustworthy biography of the intrepid Reformer who
shook all Europe.
The King's Daughter. By "PANSY." Price 1s. Pp. 255. SundaySchool Union.
A pleasant illustration of a girl's influence over rough town boys ;
suitable for reading at mothers' meetings, and in the interests of
temperance.
Angelica's T1·oubles. By L. E. TIDDE:IIAN. Price 1s. 6d. Pp. 160.
Sunday-School Union.
A story for young children of an orphan girl who, in spite of faults
and difficulties, became in the end comforting and useful to her father .
.Mis.~ Merivale's Mistake. By Mrs. HENRY CLARKE. Price ls. 6d.
Pp. 155. Sunday-School Union.
A pleasant tale of quiet home-life : a well-meant blunder happily
cleared up.
Beside the Guns. By MARY E. SHIPLEY. Price ls. 6d. Pp. 153.
S.P.C.K.
An inspiring account of the early struggles of a brother and ~ister,
ending in the martyrdom of the former as a missionary in East Afnca.
The Parish Clm·k. ·.By A. R. .HoPE. . Price 1~. Pp. 128. B.P.C.~.
A capital poachmg story, lllustratmg country manners and hfe, and
·concluding with the clearing up of an unwarranted suspicion.
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The Great Gold Mine. By C. E. M. Price 2s. Pp. 212. S.P.C.K.
A thrilling narrative of a swindle, and the way it affected certain good
village folk of various degrees ; well told, wholesome, and useful.
The Story of Fmnk and his Missionary-Box. By Archdeacon WYNNE,
Price 1s. Pp. 127. S.P.C.K.
A pretty story for little boys, showing'close observation of the ways
and thoughts of children.
JErs. Merriman's Godchild. By H. LOUISA BEDFORD. Price ls. 6d.
Pp. 159. S.P.C.K.
A little gipsy girl goes through many amusing adventures, is adopted
by a good lady in a village, and marries a virtuous soldier, who has
enlisted from the same place. The various characters are well drawn,
and the interest sustained.
The Red House by th'e Rockies. By ANNE MERCIER and VIOLET WATT.
Price 1s. Pp. 126. S.P.C.K.
The exciting incidents of Riel's Red Indian revolt in 1885 are skilfully
woven into a well-conceived narrative. The facts about the colonists at
Fort Pitt are historical, but the names and circumstances changed.
The Faith of his Father. By HELEN SHIPTON. Price 3s. 6d. Pp. 363.
S.P.C.K.
This is an ably-written story of home life in a Northern manufacturing
town, and adventures in Canada and the United States. It is for young
men, and may well encourage them to persevere, even in the severest
times of difficulty and doubt.
The Mystery of Hope Lodge. By HENRIETTA S. STREATFIELD. Price
2s. Pp. 218. S.P.O.K.
A tale of good works, reconciliation, restoration, and ultimate
happiness.
Seaton Cou1·t. By MAUD CAREW. Price 2s. 6d. Pp. 256. S.P.C.K. •
A charming sketch of mutual influence between the families of squire
and parson.

A Wife's Faith. By Mrs. STEVENSON. Pp. 147. C.E.T.S., 4, Sanctuary,

s.w.

The writer narrates how a brave and loving wife, aided by various
striking incidents, rescues her husband from his tendency to drink : a
well-merited tribute to woman's influence.
Queen of the Isles. By JESSIE M. E. SAXBY. Price 1s. 6d. Pp. 160.
Partridge and Co.
An agreeable story of the Shetland Islands. The authoress has successfully studied the locality and the people.
Mistress of the Situation. By JENNIE CHAPPELL. Price ls. 6d. Pp. 160.
Partridge and Co.
An autobiography, giving an account of a capable girl and her doings
in the complex varieties of modern life.
The Fireside. Annual Volume. 1897. Price 7s. 6d. Pp. 762. Home
Words Office.
This welcome instalment of wholesome religious literature shows no
falling off from its predecessors. It is full of interest and variety,
~Hustrations, poetry, biography, and thought. The picture of the Queen
m the dress of June 22 is particularly good.
Hand and Heart. Annual Volume. 1897. Price 2s. Pp. 236. Home
Words Office.
.
Contains much pleasant, bright, informing reading.
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Boys' and Girls' Companion. .Annual Volume for 1897, Price 2~.
Pp. 192. Churc~ of England Sunday-School Institute.
.A most useful and Important publication for all senior Sunday-school
scholars and those of the same age of a different class who are taught at
home.
The Church Wm·ker. .Annual Volume for 1897. Price 2s. Pp. 192.
Church of England Sunday-School Institute.
The companion volume for all Sunday-school teachers teachers of
classes, and the like. The chief features are fifty-two le~sons on the
Creed by the Rev. R. Resker, and the Notes and Comments. The volume
forms a handbook of great value.
Child~ood.

Pp. 100. George Stoneman, 39, Warwick Lane, E.C.
This ''.Annual for Little Folks" is well suited to its purpose : short
stories in simple words, short poems, intelligible illustrations.
Report of the Church Missionary Society. 1897.
The interest and encouragement of these records increase yearly.
Report of the British and Forei_qn Bible Society. 1897.
.A yearly comment on the text " So mightily grew the Word of God
and prevailed."
Report of the Colonial and Continental Church Society. 1897.
.A hopeful and gratifying account of a year's steady work.
A Yem·'s Sermons. By Dr. HILEY. Price 6s. Pp. 351. Longmans.
This is the third volume of a series contemplated by the author. Each
sermon is on a text from the Scriptures appointed for the Sunday morning. They are the sermons of a scholar, a thinker, a good man, and one
who knows the people. They contain much wholesome, practical advice,
dear thought, and liberal sympathies.
Heroines of Daily Life. By FRANK MuNDELL. Price 1s. 6d. Pp. 159.
The Sunday-School Union.
This little book contains a wonderful collection of true stories of
women's bravery, and will prove interesting to girls and young women.
Through Thorns and Briars. By H. S. STREATFIELD, Price 1s. 6d.
Pp. 155. S.P:C.K.
This book can be recommended for its general tone and good moral.
The plot is perhaps not very natural.
Report of the Christian Endeavour Convention at Liverpool, 1897.
Much of earnestness and reality may be learned from this comparison
<>f experiences.
Thirtyjil·st .Annual Report of Dr. Barnardo's Homes.
This excellent Lay Reader of the Church of England is as full of
resource 11-nd ingenuity as he is of courage, faith, and perseverance. It
is to be hoped that his health will not Ruffer from any want of growth
in funds proportional to the constant growth of work and responsibility.
Fifty-fourth .Annual Report of Church of England Sunday-School Institute .
.All Church people will be interested in the account of the proceedingB
<>f this invaluable handmaid of the Church.
Report of the London Society for Promoting Chri.~tianity among the Jews.
· - Once more a hopeful and inspiriting record.
Ninth .Ann01al Report of the Church House Corporation.
It is difficult now to understand how the Church carried on its work
previously to the establishment of this adjunct.
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Sixty-sixth Annual Report of the Trinitarian Bible Society.
The income of this Association is close on £5,000, and its circulatio11
of Bibles, Testaments, and portions amounts to 81,290.
Clergyrnen and Chm·ch Workers' Visiting List fm· 1898. Hazell, Watson
and Viney.
A most useful and well-thought companion and pocket-book.
P.re-Refo7·mation Worthies. By the Rev. W. COWAN. Elliot Stock.
Price 5s. Pp. 192.
It is very important in these days to know something of the best
characters in the Church before the time of the Reformation. Mr.
Cowan has contributed pleasant papers on Grossetete, Bishop of Lincoln;
Thomas a Kempis; Henry Suzo, the Minnesinger; John Ruysbroeck;
Archbishop Fitzralph and the Mendicant Orders ; Reuchlin and the
Humanists; and John Staupitz, the teacher of Martin Luther. All these
represent important phases of Christian life in the Middle Ages, and contributed in the end to the Reformation. The biographer's work is done
with care and sympathy.
Heaven. BY J. HuRST CooK. Pp. 128. Price 2s. Baptist Tract and
Book Society.
This is "an inquiry into what Holy Scripture reveals and suggests of
the glories of the Father's house." The titles of a few of the chapters
will show the author's views on certain deeply interesting points :
"Heaven a Place," "Diversity in Glory," "Variety of Pursuit," "Recognition in Heaven."
Pastoral Worlc in the Colonies and the Mission Field. By the RIGHT REv.
J, R. SELWYN, D.D. Pp. 159. S.P.C.K.
This book contains a series of lectures delivered at Cambridge as the
Pastoral Lectures. It is primarily intended for those who mean to
devote themselves to missionary work abroad, but will be found to be full
of interest for those who are filled with the missionary spirit, but can
only help the great cause at home.
Our Christian Year. By A TEACHER. Pp. 346. Elliot Stock.
These lessons for senior classes for each Sunday of the ecclesiastical
year will be found useful by many teachers who lack time or skill
adequately to prepare for their classes. The system adopted is excellent,.
that of questions and answers evoking explanation,. doctrinal teaching,
and practical lessons.
From our Dead Selves to Higher Things. By F. J. GANT, F.R.C.S.
Pp. 177. Price 3s. 6d. Nisbet and Co.
This is an interesting, original, and excellent book, which we recommend our readers to make themselves further acquainted with. We feel
sure that the author's earnest hope that it may be the means of raising
those of its rE-aders who may be "dead" from death unto life will be
abundantly realized.
Our Dear Borne Life. By the REV. J. G. GREENHOUGH, M.A. Pp. 143.
Price Is. 6d. Nisbet and Co.
This little work gives an attractive picture of what a Christian home
ought to be. Written primarily for Nonconformists, there is much
that will appeal to a larger public. Some clergymen's wives, for instance,
might lay to heart that their "home duties are always the first and most
urgent." It is bright and wholesome.
Notes on the Life of Christ. By the late REV, W. M. WHITTEMORE, D.D.
Pp. 241. Price 2s. George Stoneman.
. ~his bo_ok contains explanatory chapters or lessons on one hundred
mc1dents m our Lord's life, with a brief application to each. They are
well adapted for home or school teaching.
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True Womanhood. By the REV. W. CUNNINGHAM, D.D. Pp. 63. Swan·
Sonnenschein and Co.
This little volume contains a series of practical addresses to women,
delivered originally in St. Andrew's, Wells Street.
The Church Catechism, with Notes, by E. M. Illustrated. Pp. 56.
S.P.C.K.
A plain orthodox exposition of the Church Catechism, prettily got up.
Mary or Madonna? By W. MARSHALL. Pp. 96. Wycliffe House,.
Great Queen Street.
A new edition of a pamphlet against the worship of the Virgin.
The Heavenly Vision. By F. B. MEYER. Pp. 40. Price 6d. SundaySchool Union.
This little book well shows that God has a distinct purpose for every
life; that it is our business to find it out and fulfil it.
Five Years' Cou1·se of Bible and Prayer-Book Teaching. Lessons for the
Fourth Year. Pp. 147. Price 2s. Church of England SundaySchool Institute.
The present volume seems as excellent as its predecessors. The
subjects are : The Litany and Ante-Communion Service, by the Principal
of Tottenham Training College, and Old and New Testament Lessons, by
the Rev. J. W agstaff.
The Forgotten Truth. By the REv. CHARLES BuLLOCK, B.D. Pp. 144.
Price 1s. London, Home Words Publishing Office.
There can be no doubt that the influence and blessing of the Holy
Spirit are not as much thought of as they ought to be by many professing
Christians. This little work is intended "to present this truth in its
general and practical bearings upon Christian experience." '!'his is its.
fourth edition.
The Evangelist's Bible Digging. By HENRY THORNE. Pp. 64. Holness,
Paternoster Row.
A useful little collection of notes on the Gospel of St. Matthew.
Thirty-one Parables Explained. By LOUJSA HoRSLEY. Pp. 76. Elliot
Stock.
Short, simple, practical comments on the parables.
Principles and Practice of Teaching in Sunday-&hools. By the REV.
EDWIN HOBSON, M.A. Pp. 127. S.P.C.K.
This contains some very useful hints as to Sunday-school teaching by
the Principal of Tottenham Training College.
· Meditations on Faith and Practice. By CLARA LANGTON. Pp. 47·
Elliot Stock.
·
A helpful little work for those who combat unbelief in themselves or
in others.
Missions to Jews. By the REv. T. W. GIDNEY, M.A. Pp. 128. Price 6d.
Operative Jewish Converts' Institution, London.
The success and use of Jewish missions is often questioned; the
Secretary of the London Society for Promoting Christianity among the
Jews here gives us in answer a handbook of reasons, facts, and figures.
The Mission Gal~. By the REV. WILLIAM WALSH, B.A. Pp. 86. Price
ls. clo.th, 6d. paper.
Some valuable statistics for preachers and speakers.
Prayer in the Four Gospels. By W. E. WINKS. Pp. 88. Price 1s. 6d ..
Baptist Tract and Book Society.
A devout attempt to collect everything that can be learnt about prayer,
as taught us in the life and words of our Lord.
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The Daily Life of Women. By K. R; SHARMAN. Pp. 58. S.P.C.K.
We recommend this little book, which gives admirable suggestions on
'Such subjects as Home-making, Motherhood, Children, Servants, etc.
Chri.gt in His Holy Land. By the REv. ALEXANDER BODDY, F.R.G.S.
Pp. 320. S.P.C.K.
This book is full of descriptive touches, ~bowing that the writer is well
acquainted with the appearance of the Holy Land, and also with the
customs of its inhabitants in the days of our Lord. It would be of use
to the Sunday-school teacher, the cottage-lecturer., and also to the general
reader.. It contains a map and illustrations.
The Titular Archbishops of Ireland in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth. By
the REv. HENRY C. GROVEs, D.D. Pp. 208. Association for Promoting Christian Knowledge, Dublin.
A work of much. research, in which the learned author proves how
futile were the attempts of the Pope to secure a succession of his own in
the Archiepiscopal Sees of Ireland during :E)lizabeth's reign.
How the Old Clm·gy Lived under Disestablishment. -By M. J. HERBERT.
Pp. 77. Banks and Son, Fleet Street.
With Welsh Disestablishment still threatened, it is well that Mr.
Herbert's interesting little book should be widely circulated •
.Spiritual Stepping-Stones. By the REv. F. BouRDILLON. · Pp. 86.
Price Is. J ames Nisbet and Co.
We cordially welcome this fresh work by the author of "·Bedside
Readings." It deals with progressive religion as taught in Rom. v. 1-11.
Hooks and EyeH, o1· Little Helps to Little FolkB. By the REv. F. LANGBRIDGE. Pp. 128. R.T.S.
Likely to be· popular with both mothers and children.
A Wintm·'s Mails from Ceylon, India, and Egypt. By GEORGINA A.
GOLLOCK.. Pp: 189. C.M.S.
We recommend these simple candid journal letters by a lady missionary ; they are most interesting, and full of a true missionary spirit.
A Briton's Birthright. By ANDREW SIMON LAMB. Pp. 102. Nisbet
and Co.
The Briton's Birthright alluded to by the author is his interest in the
Established Church, which Church, he points out, is losing its Protestant
character. The writer urges as a remedy that she may be not disestablished, but "cleansed and defended."
A Wondeiful House and its Tenant. By Five Members of a WorkingMen's Club. Pp. 61. Skeffington.
These are interesting essays on Soul and Body-a new departure, we
·should think, on the part of a working-men's literary club.
The Times of Christ. By LEWIS A. MUIRHEAD. Pp. 179. T. and T.
Clark, Edinburgh.
This book contains in convenient form a good deal of useful information, historical, contemporary, and religious, and is designed, of course, to
throw light on the sacred narrative.
Victoria the G1·eat and Good. By L. A. LAW. Pp. 27. Elliot Stock.
A loyal little effusion, putting in concise form the debt of gratitude
which we owe to our Queen. .
·
The Child, the Wise Man, and the Devil. By CouLSON KERNAHAN
(author of "God and the Ant"). Price 1s. J. Bowden .
. In the brief space of eighty-two pages, Mr. Kernahan gives us a brief
but .striking example of what (we may well believe) a "Christless" world
would be. That the book will do good we feel assured, though there is a
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slight vagueness· in its close, which is, perhaps, the least satisfactory
part of it.
Heldai's Treasure. _:By FRA!'CES HARIOTT Woon. Pp. 103. S.P.C.K.
A well-told story, dlustratmg the manners and customs of Palestine.
In the Beginning: Lessons on Great Subjects. By MARY E. BELLARS.
S.P.C.K.
This book, ev~dently the re~ult of much care on the writer's part, is
perhaps ~ore su~ted fo: the gmdance of adults who have the teaching of
young children m thetr hands than for actual reading to the children
themselves. The sequence of subjects in the chapters is well arranged
and we wish the book success.
'
Helps to make Ideals Real. By Mrs. A. R. SrMPSON. Oliphant Anderson.
The dainty exterior of this little book is in keeping with its refined
style. It will no doubt be appreciated by a certain class of readers.
The Man of So1'I'OW8. By REV, G. CULROSS, D.D. Drummond's Tract
Depot, Stirling.
This tiny volume is an earnest and helpful exposition of the argument
of Isaiah liii, It should have a wide circulation.
Some Observations of t~ Foster-Parent. By JoHN CHARLES TARVER.
Pp. 282. London : Archibald Constable and Co.
The foster-parent in this case is the schoolmaster in all his gradesdon, public school, private school, and elementary. The observations
are a series of essays on educational subjects, with a very wide range.
They are marked by much genial common-sense, and often lit up with
flashes of kindly humour. Some possess considerable learning put in an
almost conversational style, e.g., the one on "Reading and Writing."
We do not find ourselves always able to accept the conclusions drawn by
the author- as, for instance, in the essay on the Voluntary School
question. But as a whole the book is very well worth reading by both
parents and pedagogues, because the author, himself a well-known
master, writes with full knowledge of his subjects, and considerable
sympathy for the object of all our educational experiments-the Boy.
Some Thoughts on the Third Order of St. Fmncis. By an Anglican.
London : Skeffington and Sons.
Those who have read the life of St. Francis of Assisi, in either Mrs.
Oliphant's fascinating sketch or Canon Knox-Little's r.ecent book, will
rememberthe celerity with which his "Third Order" spread itself amongst,
for a time, all classes of people. Putting it roughly, the Order would
embrace all Christians pledged to any definite work other than that of the
full ministry. This circulation of charity and good works amongst all
believers is an idea which would be of incalculable benefit if it were
found possible to work it ; the practical difficulties in our times are so
very great as to seem almost insurmountable. This little book, however,
discusses the question in an earnest and devout manner, and contains at
least many hints profitable to parish clergy.
The Busy Man's Bible. By G. W. CABLE. London: The Sunday-school
Union.
A collection of essays on Bible-reading, worthy of all praise as regards
their earnestness, but containing little that is not trite and self-evident.
A Year's Teaching for Infant Classes. By Mrs. J. F. MORTON. Church
of England Society-School Institute.
Like all the publications of the Institute, this is clear and workmanlike,
Attention to praciical detail is· most conspicuous. The lessons are from
both Old and New Testament, and cannot fail to be helpful to those who
undertake what is really the most difficult task of all-teaching infants.
VOL. XII.-NEW SERIES, NO. CXII.
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How to Sing the Peoplt?s Pm·t. By R. W. GENGE, M.A. London: Elliot
Stock.
Careful and accurate, and likely to be of use to congregations possessing
a fully musical service.
Lined with Love. By the Rev. GEORGE EVERARD. London : J. Nisbet
and Co.
·
Kindly talks to girls, enlivened with many apposite anecdotes, and
instinct with the simplicity of the Gospel.
Private Devotions of Bishop Andrewes. Selected by Prebendary J. E.
KEMPE. London: S.P.C.K.
Many will welcome these selections frgm the devotions of the saintly
Bishop, which rank with the "Imitation of Christ " and Spurgeon's
"Morning by Morning."
The Sympathy of the Passion. By the Rev. F. W. lsAACS. London :
S.P.C.K.
These addresses are deeply reverent, and evidently the result of wide
reading, which has enriched them with many valuable quotations.
An Open Letter to Lord Halifax. By M. F. CuSACK. London : Marshall,
Russell and Co.
While we think that Miss Cusack occasionally runs a. risk of overstating her case, we are in complete concord with a great deal of her
argument, which is concerned with the comparative validity of Roman
and Anglican orders.
The Ordering of Deacons and Priests. Edited for use at Ordinations by
C. W. HoLGATE. London : Mowbray and Co.
There is perhaps sufficient convenience in having these services at hand
for ordinations to justify their temporary exparation from the Book of
Common Prayer.
The Fou1· Last Things. By the Rev. F. H. CARLISLE. London : Elliot
Stock.
We need not expect to find ourselves in agreement with all the statements in every volume of sermons. The term "up-to-date" treatment
indicates the view of the author.
Quiet HoU1·s. By JoHN PuLSFORD, D.D. London: Andrew Melrose.
Dr. Pulsford's style is clear and limpid ; there is a fastidious accuracy
in the choice of words that reminds us of Robert Louis Stevenson. The
thoughts of the essays are mystical ; there is a marked absence of any
sectional or party spirit. The volume should prove very acceptable to
many for quiet reading and meditation.
Heart Cheer for Home Sm·1·ow. By Rev. CHARLES BuLLOCK, B.D.
London: Home Words Office.
Mr. Bullock's little book is well known and esteemed, and we are glad
to see it in the third edition.
Lost Habits of the Religious Life. By the Rev. H. M. B. REm, B.D.
Edinburgh: J. Gardner .Hilt.
Quiet yet searching remarks on some of the old-fashioned Christian
observances which, alas ! are apt to be forgotten in the modern whirl ;
e.g., almsgiving, private prayer, family worship. They are full of reasonable remonstrance, lovingly conveyed. The author in one chapter pleads
strongly for a Book of Common Prayer for the Scottish Church.
Jenniji·ed, and Other Vm·ses. By SEPTIMUS G. GREEN. Elliot Stock
62, Paternoster Row, London, 1897.
We are glad we are able to speak favourably of" Jennifred and Other
Versest by Septimus G. Green, The poem which gives its title to the
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book runs to about six hundred lines, and tells the pathetic story of the
end of the de Wichehalse family with simple directness and a pleasant
freedom from affectation. Mr. Green has something to say and a faculty
for saying it. "Jennifred, '"The Old Year's Death," and" The Lover's
Defence,'' are fair specimens of his skill in different keys and measures,
a_nd in" ';1-'h~ P_oet'.s Apology_" he e~r;ns ou_r commendation by his recognitiOn of h1s hm1tatwns and h1s hum1hty w1th regard to his attainments.
"Be this my task-to give my best
And leave to Time's sure touch the rest."
In those words Mr. Green addresses his critic, and we have no hesitation
in saying that his best is very good.

A

Bri~f

Memoir of Christina G. Rossetti. By ELLEN A. PROCTOR,
S.P.C.K., London, 1895.
Christina Rossetti presents to the student of human nature a more interesting psychological study than probably any woman since Sappho,
and, therefore, any portrait of her is valuable that is drawn by one who
knew her personally. The influence which she exercised upon everybody
with whom she came in contact is extraordinary. Her strong devotional
instinct, her beautiful affection for her mother, sister, and brothers, her
poetical genius and picturesque imagination,'her gentleness, cheerfulness,
and patience in great suffering, all combine to make up a remarkable
personality. The best criticism that can be passed upon this tiny volume
is that made by Wm. M. Rossetti, one of the foremost of living critics, in
his brief Prefatory note. " The following pages," he says, "have been
carefully perused by me. I find them to present a pleasant and interesting little portrait of my sister, and a true one."
All who are interested in the extraordinary spectacle offered by the
genius of Maria Francesca, Gabriel Dante, William Michael, and Christina
Georgina Rossetti should possess this little book.
The Higher Teaching of Shakespeare. By Louis H. VICTORY. Elliot
Stock, 62, Paternoster Row, London, 1896.
Did Shakespeare before writing a play sit down and select a text upon
which to write it? Upon our answer to that question must rest our
estimate of the actual value of Louis H. Victory's thoughtful little work
"'l'he Higher Teaching of Shakespeare." We know that novelists
nowadays deliberately choose what in modern jargon is called la donnee
psychologique, and find their plot in the evolution of that underlying idea.
But we are not quite prepared to agree with Mr. Victory that that was
Shakespeare's method. To give some practical illlustrations we may say
that Mr. Victory regards " Macbeth " as a revelation of conscience,
" King Lear" as a declaration of truth, limited subsequently to the
particular truth that the helplessness of earthly life will prove too strong
for all philosophy ; " The Merchant of Venice "as a revelation of chance ;
"Romeo and Juliet" as an exposition of the text that "out of evil
cometh good," aud so on. Whatever our view of Shakespeare's primary
motive may be, whether it was to point a moral or only to adorn a tale,
we are bound to confess that in almost every instance Mr. Victory makes
out a good case for himself. We submit, however, that the best special
pleader does not necessarily know the most law, and we also venture to
think that in his inquiry into the " soul" which animates the " form" of
Shakespeare's plays, Mr. Victory is not quite the pioneer his preface
suggests. None the less, he knows his Shakespeare well, and his book
should help others to know it too. And that is good service.
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'Ql:he ~lonth.
HE consecration of Canon Crozier as Bishop of Ossory, Ferns and
Leighlin took place on November 30, in St. Patrick's Cathedral,
T
Dublin. The new bishop is a man of tried energy, ability, and decision
of character, and much is expected of him in his new position.
In the Consistorial Court of London, on December 7, Chancellor
Tristram gave judgment in two consolidated suits," The People's Warden
and others v. Rev. C. J. Fuller," and the Rev. C. J. Fuller and his
Churchwarden's application for a confirmatory faculty in the case of
St. Mark's, Marylebone Road. The case was one of ritual innovation;
and the Chancellor, in giving judgment, while granting a confirmatory
faculty for. the new Communion Table, ordered that the Crucifixes and
the stations of the Cross should be removed within a month as being
illegal.
In view of certain unjust and unkind aspersions recently made in the
columns of a Church paper upon the work of the Bishop of Liverpool,
Archdeacon Madden very properly reminds the bishop's critics and censors
that during his episcopate Dr. Ryle has seen forty.one new churches built
in his Diocese, at a cost of over half a million sterling. The number of
curates has been nearly doubled, and confirmation candidates have risen
from 4,000 to 8,000. There are now 202 mission halls or mission churches
in the diocese, and very large sums have been spent on day-schools, and it
is because of their confidence in their bishop that the laity of Liverpool
have given to Church work so liberally.
The Archdeacon of Essex, Masonic Grand Chaplain, 1896-97, has
arranged to act as Chaplain to a special party of Freemasons, who will
visit Palestine and Egypt in Mr. Woolrych Perowne's yacht, the s.s.
Midnight Sun, at the end of January. The Archdeacon hopes that permission may be obtained from the Grand Lodge for a Lodge to be held
in Solomon's Quarries, outside the Damascus Gate at Jerusalem.
The late Vicar of Holy Trinity, Marylebone, the Rev. A. J. Robinson,
has been the re<;lipient of a handsome testimonial from his old parishioners
on his leaving London for his new appointment as Vicar of St. Martin's,
at Birmingham. This consisted of a beautifully illuminated address
and a purse for 250 guineas. In the address sympathetic allusion was
made to his indefatigable labours during his ministry at Holy Trinity,
and to the new parochial hall and Church house, which are due to his
initiative, though not as yet completed.
A grant of one hundred guineas has just been received by the National
Refuges for Homeless and Destitute Children, 164, Shaftesbury Avenue,
from the Corporation of the City of London. This makes £1,445 contributed by the Corporation to these Refuges during the past twenty-one
years. The grant benefits also the popular training ships Arethusa and
Chichester, which are important branches of the society.
The Rev. G. C. Bowring, Chaplain of Oxford Prison, speaking recently
at a public meeting in Oxford, said the "Church Army Labour Home
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there was of incalculable benefit to prisoners leaving the gaol. He said
unhesitatingly it would be a deplorable thing-it was not too strong
language to use-if there were not such a home to which they could send
the discharged prisoners who really wished to start better.''
A special Masonic service was held in St. Paul's Cathedral on Thursday,
December 2nd, to commemorate the bi-centenary of its opening, after reconstruction by Sir C. Wren on December 2, 1697, in thanksgiving for the
Peace of Ryswick. Every part of the cathedral was thronged. The Bishop
of London preached the sermon, taking for his text, "The house that is
to be builded for the Lord must be exceeding magni:fical, of fame and of
glory throughout all countries." The collection, which amounted to £1,102,
will be devoted towards the raising of £100,000 required for the completion
of Wren's work by mosaics. The service concluded with the singing of
" God save the Queen."
All the religious newspapers comment at length on the recent result of
the School Board election, and the divergence of opinion is remarkable.
The Guardian takes up an attitude of dignified resignation, and says,
" The overthrow is even more complete upon a close inspection of the
polls than it seemed to be at first sight," and then proceeds to pay a
tribute to Mr. Diggle. The moral drawn is that" no good end can be
served by reviving the religious question upon the present Board." The
Rec01·d says : "A body of Churchmen, probably numbering hundreds of
thousands, abstained from going to the poll. Some, no doubt, stayed at
home because they were told to, but a very much larger number kept
away from the poll in sheer disgust. Their attitude was wrong, but no
one can feel surprised at it. . . . The real moral of this election is
therefore obvious. The polls have di~closed in the most striking way the
utter impotence of the aggressive High Church party when an appeal is
made to the main body of the people."
The Rev. George Frederick Head, M.A., Vicar of Christ Church,
Hampstead, has withdrawn his previous refusal, and has now accepted
the Vicarage of Clifton.
The trustees of Warley, Essex, have presented the living to the Rev.
A. H. Tredennick, for several years past Curate of Christ Church, Clifton.

He was trained for the ministry at Ridley Hall, Cambridge.
An honorary canonry in Peterborough Cathedral, vacant by the death
of Canon Cartmell, has been conferred upon the Rev. C. T. Cruttwell,
Rector of Kibworth, Leicestershire, who is an accomplished scholar, and
the author of several works dealing with classical antiquities. His
"Literary History of Early Christianity," in two large volumes, is a mine
of valuable information.
The Rev. W. H. Horn by Steer, Ivi.A., St. John's College, Cambridge,
Senior Curate of St. J ude's Church, South Kensington, has been appointed
Vicar of St. Philip's, Lambeth, a parish with a population of nearly
12,000. He was ordained by the late Archbishop Benson in 18~6, and
was licensed to the Curacy of Christ Church, Tunbridge Wells, where he
remained until 1892. He then came as Senior Curate to St. J ude's
Church, South Kensington, at the time when the Rev. Prebendary
Eardley-Wilmot entered upon his duties there as Vicar. The Rev. W. H.
Hornby Steer is a lecturer of the London Diocesan Church Reading
Union, and is on the committees of several Church societies.
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The Rev. H. J. R. Marston, Rector of !comb, Gloucestershire, has been
offered and has accepted the incumbency of Belgrave Chapel, in succession
to the late Rev. Marcus Rainsford. Mr. Marston is a valued contributor
to the pages of THE CHURCHMAN.
The Evan~elical Alliance has again issued its invitation for the Week
of Universal Prayer at the commencement of the year (January 2-9,
1898). This annual observance is growingly appreciated in all parts of
the world ; and it is worthy of note that in the week commencing with
the first Sunday in each new year the Christian Churches of the world
unite in prayer for the many common objects agreed upon beforehand.
THE QUEEN VICTORIA CLERGY FUND.-The Queen has been graciously
pleased to approve the draft of a charter of incorporation for the Queen
Victoria Clergy Fund. This fund, which was constituted on June 26,
1896, was known until recently as "the Clergy Sustentation Fund" for
the two provinces of Canterbury and York.
On November 29, Alderman Sir George Faudel Phillips, the late Lord
Mayor, as Treasurer of the Mansion House Relief Fund, made a final
remittance of £2,553 to the Central Committee of the Indian Famine
Fund, at Calcutta. Thus, the total sum sent to India from the Mansion
House amounts to £543,366. The fund, which is now closed, has been in
existence nearly eleven months.
The consecration of the Rev. Artbur Foley Winnington lngram, as
Bishop of Stepney, took place at St. Paul's Cathedral on November 30.
The Archbishop of Canterbury officiated, assisted by the Bishops of
London, Lichfield, Rochester, St. Albans, Bristol, Marlborough, Southwark, and Colchester. A large congregation was present at the ceremony,
and the sermon was preached by the Rev. Prebendary Sandford, Rector
of Stoke Newington.
UNITED BOARDS OF MISSIONS.
A meeting of the United Boards of Missions of the Provinces of
Canterbury and York has been held at the Church House under the
presidency of the Archbishop of Canterbury. There were also present
the Archbishop of York, the Bishop of London, the Bishop of Durham,
the Bishop of Lichfield, the Bishop of Newcastle, the Bishop of Reading,
the Bishop of Southwark, Bishop Royston, Lord Nelson, Lord Stanmore,
Sir John H. Kennaway, M.P., Mr. S. Gedge, M.P., Chancellor P. V.
Smith, and others. Bishop Selwyn, Secretary of the Canterbury Board,
was absent in consequence of serious illness. The meeting had under
consideration the "scheme for foreign service " agreed upon by the
bishops at their last episcopal meeting. After discussion, the following
resolutions were agreed to :
"1. That it is desirable that a council of experienced persons be formed
with a view of enrolling in an association a body of clergymen who are
willing to serve abroad, if duly invited to do so, and who have in each
case the consent of the Bishop of the diocese in which they are beneficed
or licensed."
"2. That the council be appointed by the United Boards of Missions
of Canterbury and York."
"3. That the request for men who belong to the association to work in
any diocese abroad must come from the Bishop of such diocese, and be
made to the council, who, before inviting any member of the association
to undertake work in a diocese abroad, must communicate with his
Bishop in England."
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. "4. That when any man is so selected and appointed to serve abroad,
m order that he may be still in touch with the home diocese, it is advisable
that his name be printed in the calendar of that diocese as on service
abroad.''
" 5. That the presidents of the two Boards be requested and empowered
to nominate a council, consisting of as many men as they think fit, and
that such members shall retain their seats for one year."
"6. That the committee of the United Boards be requested to frame
and submit to the Board at their next meeting a scheme for the future
regulation of the council."
SOME BOOKS OF THE MONTH.
Impressions of South Africa. By J. BRYCE, M.P. Macmillan. Price
14s. net.
Life and Letters of Dean Butler (of Lincoln). Macmillan. Price
12s. 6d. net.
Life of Our Lord Jesus Ch1·ist. By J. TIS~OT. In 2 vols. Sampson Low
and Oo. Price £6 6s. [A magnificent and sumptuous work.]
Village Se-rmons. Third Series. By R. W. CHURCH, D.D. Macmillan.
Price 6s.
The Book of the Dead. By E. A. W ALLIS BUDGE, Litt.D., Text,
Translation, and Vocabulary. Kegan Paul. Price £2 10s.
The Ideal Life, and other unpubliRhed ad<lresses. By the late HENRY
DRUMMO:SD. Hodder and Stoughton. Price 6s. ·

®bitnatJl.
IN MEMORIAM.-CHARLES WELLA.ND EDMONSTONE.
"'DO you know the one man whose ministry I would attend now if I
were a layman?' said the writer a few weeks ago, and the answer
was,' The Rev. C. W. Edmonstone.' And now he is gone, that old man
of eighty-six, and his death leaves a void which can never be filled up.
''Mr. Edmonstone was Vicar of Christ Church, Crouch End, for
twenty.five years. Before that he was Vicar of St. John's, Upper
Holloway. Was he a famous preacher? Scarcely. He never filled a
church. In his Holloway days men spoke of Mackenzie at St. James's,
but not of Edmonstone at St. John's. And yet there are those who
could never care for any preaching but his. Those sermons, all written,
delivered in a nervous, hesitating style, full of a deep spirituality, had a
unique fascination for those who could appreciate them. After delivering a series of addresses on the book of Job, he was begged to deliver
them over again. Like Robertson of Brighton, he seldom preached
·away. Indeed, of oratory he had none. An extempore address was
torture to the preacher and hearers. What were his strong points then,
-his hold on the affections of those to whom he was ever 'the Apostle,'
a term always playfully used of him in the writer's family.
" They were three-reverence, earnestness, and humility.
"1. Reverence.-St. J o):m's, when Mr. Edmonstone was Vicar, was far
behind even those times in point of ritual or other attractions. The
black gown prevailed. The mixed choir did terrible execution in the
way of 'services,' such as J ackson's Te De urn, etc. On the occasion of
the organ being reopened after repairs, the choir of the Chapel Royal
came to sing the Psalms; they also treated us to an anthem, which was
so utterly out of course that a dear old lady did her conscientious best to
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join in the music, for was it not a hymn after all ? But in spite of black
gown and other peculiarities, St. John's was pervaded by a sense of
reverence. That apostolic figure in the desk, in the pulpit, or at the
Holy Table made flippancy impossible. St. John's was to all of us a
very gate of heaven. Years after Mr. Edmonstone had left, the writer,
then in Orders, helped him at Crouch End at an evening communion. It
was like ministering in the temple at Jerusalem. A sense of awe pervaded one, and with an almost trembling hand the cup was administered.
' Surely God iu in this place.' It was the same outside the church.
Reverence was the tribute paid to this man. The children instinctively
capped him. A well-known dissenter said it was a privilege to bow
down to him. 'Mr. Edmonstone,' said a French refugee nobleman during
a discussion of clergy generally, 'he was a gentleman '-and the emphasis
meant volumes.
"2. Earnestness.-It was this that formed the climax of his sermons.
No doubt the scholarly delivery, the undertone of perfect good breeding,
the simple conviction of the truth of God's Word, the culture which was
so perfectly free from cant and so delightful at the same time to the
exquisite critical faculty which sits in judgment on Anglican divines, all
this made u.p much of the charm of his discourses ; but earnestness was
the climax. After service the impulse was to rush from the church and
get away alone, just to· think, or to 'let the thrill of that earnestness
possess your soul. How one resented the banality of the church porch
greeting, and inwardly groaned at coming down in this wise from the
Mount of Transfiguration! The writer attended Christ Church for the
last time in 1892. It was ten years since he had heard Mr. Edmonstone
preach, and report said that age was doing its work. The sermon was
on Advent (it was Advent Sunday), so simple, so scholarly, and more
earnest than ever. 'How can you still preach like that ?' was the greeting in the vestry, in a voice which doubtless betrayed its emotion.
"3. Humility.-We were proud of our' Apostle.' Had he not been to
Oxford with Tait and Gladstone; was he not known as the greatest
scholar in Islington? And yet it never seemed strange that he remained
a simple Vicar and in very unimportant posts. To us he was like
St. John the Divine: he had none of the sterner stuff needed to make
an Apostle of the Gentiles. He never spoke about himself, he never
paraded his learning; but his opinion (rarely given) was valued beyond
all others, and his pastoral visits were accepted as acts of most unquestionable value. What were his opinions on questions which have shaken
the Church of England during the whole of his lifetime? No one could
tell ; no one would like to say. He gave offence to some by calling on
Dr. Linklater when the latter's induction to Stroud Green seemed like a
blow aimed at Protestant principles ; he astonished others by talking in
the most kindly fashion of some local dissenting minister whose up-todate preaching had helped to empty the churches near. In the purest,
holiest, most anti-polemical meaning of the word, he was an Evangelical.
Many have marvelled that his sense of reverence and beauty did not lead
him in an 'upward ' direction. But no. During his sixty-two years'
ministry he never altered. No intonation, no gesture, betrayed any
tendency to modern Churchmanship. Equally at home in the black
gown at St. John's and in the surplice at Crouch End, equally devout
whether assisted by a mixed choir, great in 'services,' or by boys and
men who preceded him from the vestry, he was in his day and generation
(and is still to some extent now that he has gone home) a rare example of
those three qualities which are among the must needed in the Christian
ministry-reverence, earnestness, and humility.--E. J. S."-From the
Record of November 19, 1897.

